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1. INTRODUCTION 
The definitions of the classical Lie algebras as matrices, namely, the 
general linear, orthogonal, and symplectic series, implicitly assume their 
natural representations. However, one often uses another remarkable 
representation of the classical Lie algebras which is just as simple as 
matrices but contains more structural information. This realization, 
discussed in Section 2, is based on a Clifford or Weyl algebra rather than the 
algebra of matrices. 
The Clifford and Weyl algebras are defined as associative algebras with 
generators ai, a,*, 1 < i < I, having, respectively, the anticommutation or 
commutation relations 
[q,aj]* =o= [ui*,aj*]*, 
[Ui,Uj*]* =6ij. 
(1.1) 
Certain quadratic elements span the classical Lie algebras of types D, and 
C,, respectively. Including linear elements, one obtains the classical Lie 
algebra of type B, and the superalgebra of type B(O,1), which it is also 
natural to call “classical.” The general linear algebra (whose commutant has 
type A,- r) can be studied inside both D, and C,. It is spanned by those 
quadratic elements which are linear in both {UiI l<i<l} and 
{ai* 1 1 < i Q I). W e see in Table I the Dynkin diagrams of these classical 
finite-dimensional algebras, and in Table II their arrangement according to 
their constructions. 
The Clifford and Weyl algebras have natural representations on the 
exterior and symmetric algebras of polynomials, respectively, in half of the 
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TABLE I 
Classical Finite-Dimensional Algebras 
B(O,i’) - . . . l e 
12 F-1 P 
generators. The corresponding representations of the classical algebras are 
often called, respectively, spinor and oscillator representations. (The 
oscillator representation is also known as the metaplectic or as the 
Segal-Shale-Weil representation.) The names of these representations 
indicate physical concepts, and, in fact, they play an important role in 
quantum and statistical mechanics. One can interpret UT, ui as operators 
which create or annihilate particles, satisfying Fermi or Bose statistics 
depending on the choice of anticommutation or commutation relations. In 
this paper, we will refer to these representations as fermionic or bosonic. 
TABLE II 
Fermionic Bosonic 
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The complete list of alIme root systems was given by Macdonald [6]. 
Later Kac [4] showed that to every root system on this list, one can 
canonically associate a Lie algebra or a superalgebra. These algebras, now 
called affine algebras, consist of 11 infinite series instead of 5 as in the finite- 
dimensional theory. Because of the direct connection between these aff’ne 
algebras and the classical finite-dimensional algebras, we call them classical 
aftne algebras. Their Dynkin diagrams are listed in Table III. 
The classical affine algebras admit a representation by means of Toeplitz 
matrices, which can be compactly expressed using the ring of Laurent 
polynomials C[t, t-l]. For example, if g is an algebra from Table I, then 
g “‘=g@C[t,t-‘]@Cc (1.2) 
is in Table III. The element c is central, and for x,y E g, m, n E E, Lie 
brackets are defined by 
[x@t”,J@t”]= [X,y]Otmtn+m(x,y)6,.-.c, 
where (., .) is a suitably normalized invariant bilinear form on g. 
Unfortunately, these representations are not faithful since c acts trivially. To 
construct faithful representations, we will use the fermionic and bosonic 
constructions, in which c acts as + 1 or -1, respectively. The main goal of 
this paper is to construct and study the fermionic and bosonic represen- 
tations of all classical affine algebras. 
To begin, we define Clifford and Weyl algebras with infinitely many 
generators ai( a?(m), 1 < i < I, m E Z (Z = E or Z = Z + 4) having, 
respectively, the anticommutation or commutation relations 
We choose the representation space to be the exterior or symmetric algebra 
of polynomials, respectively, over half of the generators (see Section 3). This 
space is usually called Fock space, and we already saw an elementary 
example of it in the finite-dimensional theory. The classical afine Lie 
algebras of types Di” and Cj”, respectively, are spanned by the identity 
operator and the quadratic elements forming the components of the 
generating functions, 
:Ui(W) ai*(W q(w) q(w):, :ai”(w) ujyw):, 1 < i, j < 1, (1.5) 
where 
al(w) = x q(m) wmm 
WIEZ 
(l-6) 
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TABLE III 
Classical Affme Algebras 
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and : : denotes the normal ordering (3.4). To obtain the other atTine algebras 
in the orthogonal and symplectic series, we add more Clifford generators 
e(m), m E S, where S = 2, Z’ = 4 Z \Z or f Z with the relations 
[q(n), e(m)] l = 0 = [a)@), e(m)] * , 
[e(m), e(n)] + = r26,, -“. 
(1.7) 
We use the generating function 
es(w) = C e(n) wwn 
f8P.S 
W3) 
to obtain the affine Lie algebras of types Bj” and Djyl in the fermionic case, 
and the superalgebras of types B”‘(O, I) and C”‘(1+ 1) in the bosonic case. 
If we add to (1.5) the functions _- 
q(w) e,(w):, :a,*(~) e,(w):, 1 < i < 1 (1.9) 
for S = Z (or Z’), then we get Bi” (z:Bj*‘) and B”‘(0, I) (z:B”‘(O, I)). With 
S = j Z and the components of :ez(w) eZ,(w): also included we obtain Dj:‘i 
and C’*‘(1+ 1). 
The fermionic case which yields the affine orthogonal series has already 
been studied in detail in [ 1,2] ( see also [5]). The bosonic case which yields 
Ci” was first noted by H. Garland (unpublished) and, independently, later 
by M. Prime. 
In contrast with the classical case, orthogonal and symplectic algebras do 
not exhaust the list of classical affine algebras (see Table III). To obtain the 
four missing A series of algebras, we need some “twist” of our construction. 
This twisted construction exists and provides us with representations of the 
general linear algebras in perfect analogy with the orthogonal and symplectic 
series. The generating functions whose components represent the algebra of 
type A $L, differ from those of (1.5) only by the presence of minus signs as 
follows, 
q(w) q+(w):, :Ui(W) Uj(-W):, u:(w) u,+(-w):, 1 < i, j < 1. (1.10) 
It is remarkable that now the bosonic and fermionic constructions yield the 
same algebra. The extension of this representation to obtain the other three 
series of algebras again requires more generators e(m), m E Z, Z’, or f Z 
having slightly different relations (cf. (1.7)) 
[a,(n), e(m)] * = 0 = [q+(n), e(m)]*, 
[e(m),e(n>l. = W-1)” J,,-,. 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
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The type of relation (%) on the left side of (1.12) is determined by the right 
side, i.e., we have + for m, n E Z, - for m, n E Z + f , and we choose - for 
m + n E Z + 4 according to the definition of superalgebras. The type of 
relation (*) in (1.11) is then determined by the rule that two fermions 
anticommute, but two bosons or a fermion and a boson commute. (We call 
the linear elements of a Clifford (Weyl) algebra fermions (bosons).) We 
obtain both fermionic and bosonic constructions of the affine algebras of 
types A 21 y (2) Af2’(0, 21- l), Af4’(0, 21) by adding to (1.10) the generating 
functions 
q(w) e,(w):, :a~(-~) e,(w):, 
:eJ-w) e,(w):, :es(w) e,(-w):, 1 < i < 1. 
(1.13) 
Note that when S = f Z the components of the last two functions are not 
linearly dependent. 
The constructions and identifications of all of the classical affine algebras 
are given in Sections 3 and 4 (Theorems A, B). The resulting arrangement of 
these algebras is given in Table IV. In each group of four algebras the top 
algebra can be extended three ways according to the addition of generators 
e(m) for m E S, where the left algebra is obtained when S = 2, the right 
algebra is obtained when S = Z’, and the bottom algebra is obtained when 
s=$z. 
It is interesting to note that the four A series appear twice in bosonic and 
fermionic constructions but with two different Z-gradings corresponding to 
opposite endpoints of the Dynkin diagram. The invariant which determines 
the grading is fz, where r=+l for Z=Z, I=-1 for Z=Z+i, and f is 
+ for the fermionic construction, - for the bosonic construction. In 
particular, the superalgebras have their natural grading (integral levels 
consisting of Lie elements and semi-integral levels consisting of Jordan 
elements) when 
l z = 1. (1.14) 
This fact is certainly a variant of the spin-statistics theorem well-known in 
quantum field theory. We want to emphasize again the deep connection of 
our constructions with quantum field theory, which is based on represen- 
tations of anticommutation and commutation relations in a Fock space. 
Every highest weight representation of each affine algebra can be extended 
to a semidirect product with the Virasoro algebra. The representation of the 
Virasoro algebra is given by means of the Segal operators [2]. In the bosonic 
and fermionic constructions of classical affine algebras the Virasoro algebra 
admits a considerable simplification. For example, in the nonextended cases 
when no e(m) generators are present, the fermionic construction of the 
Virasoro algebra for type Di” reduces to that of (o”‘(2))‘, while its bosonic 
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Orthogonal Series 
Fernionic (+) Bosonic (-) 
General Linear Series 
?:I = 1 t1 = -1 
construction for type Ci” reduces to that of (sp”‘(2))‘. We prove the 
operator identities which underlie this reduction in Section 5. These identities 
allow us to prove the irreducibility theorems (Theorems C, D). For each 
algebra except type A jf_‘, , these assert that the bosonic and fermionic 
representations we have constructed are either irreducible or decompose into 
two irreducible components according to the presence or absence of e(0) in 
the Clifford or Weyl algebra. For type AI!, , we have the decomposition of 
the representation spaces of Dj”, Cjr’, and A!:‘_, into infinitely many 
components, each distinguished by the eigenvalue of a single operator from 
the Cartan subalgebra. 
607/56/2-3 
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In Section 6, we identify the irreducible representations we have 
constructed by determining their highest weights. We show that every 
irreducible fermionic representation is a level 1 standard representation, 
while every irreducible bosonic representation has level -1; so it is 
nonstandard. Our bosonic constructions are the first known constructions of 
nonstandard irreducible highest weight representations of afftne algebras. As 
a corollary we compute the characters of our representations. 
Finally, we would like to remark on the canonical nature of these 
constructions, which distinguishes the classical afftne algebras as analogous 
to the classical finite-dimensional algebras, and which justifies the title of our 
paper. 
2. FINITE-DIMENSIONAL ALGEBRAS 
Let { ., a} * denote a nondegenerate bilinear form on a z Czr which is 
either symmetric (+) or antisymmetric (-). Let a = a, 0 a,, a, z C’, be a 
polarization into maximal isotropic subspaces. If u, v E a, then define the 
“normally ordered” quadratic expression :UU: = f(uv f vu). The associative 
algebra A ,(22) with unit 1 generated by the elements of a subject to the 
relations uu l vu = {u, v}* gives either a 2*‘-dimensional Clifford algebra 
(+) or an infinite-dimensional Weyl algebra (-). Both algebras are graded 
by degree, and using the identity 
[AB, CD] =A{& C}, D f AC{B,D}* + {A, C}, DE f C{A,D}* B, (2.1) 
we see that the subspaces of quadratic elements are closed under the Lie 
bracket [e, a], The Lie algebra obtained by taking all normally ordered 
quadratic expressions :UV: for U, v E Czr is just o(21) of type D, in the 
fermionic (+) case, and ~~(21) of type C, in the bosonic (-) case. If the 
linear space a is added on to these, then using the identity 
[a C] =A{& C}, f {A, C}, B, (2.2) 
we obtain o(21f l), type B, in the fermionic case (+), and the superalgebra 
B(0, I) in the bosonic case (-). If U, v E a, then the commutator 
[u, v]- = 2:uv: is in 0(21+ l), while the anticommutator [u, v], = 2:uv: is 
in B(0, I).- Note that in either case the span of the elements :uv:, u E a,, 
v E a2 gives the Lie algebra gl(l) inside both o(21) and ~~(21). 
These constructions give the following representations. Let V, be a simple 
Clifford (+) or Weyl (-) module having a “vacuum vector” v0 such that 
a,. vo- - 0. We call these operators which kill v0 annihilation operators and 
those from a, we call creation operators. The 2’-dimensional fermionic 
representation space I’, = A + (21) . v0 is just the irreducible spinor represen- 
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tation of o(2Z + 1). The decomposition V, = V: @ I’: into even and odd 
subspaces (the number of creation operators applied to u,,) is preserved by 
o(2Z) giving the irreducible semispinor representations. The infmite- 
dimensional bosonic representation space VP = A -(2Z) . u,, is irreducible 
under B(0, Z) but decomposes into two infinite-dimensional irreducible 
subspaces v”- @ VY under ~~(21). In this finite-dimensional theory the 
symmetry between the bosonic and fermionic constructions is grossly broken 
by the infinite dimensionality of V-. This discrepancy does not exist in the 
affine theory where all representation spaces are infinite-dimensional. 
To carry out the constructions of the affine algebras, it is useful to present 
all elements of 0(2Z+ 1) and B(0, Z) as normally ordered quadratic 
expressions. This is easily done by introducing a new generator, e, into the 
algebra A +(21), such that ue f eu = 0 for u E C*’ and e2 = T 1. The larger 
algebra A *(2Z + 1) acts on V, with e ’ ug = \/-1 u,, in the fermionic case 
and e. v0 = u,, in the bosonic case. To obtain o(2Z + 1) from 0(21), and 
B(0, Z) from ~~(24, we add the quadratic expressions :ue: = ue for u E a. 
Then we find as before [ue, ve] ‘F = 2:uv:. 
Any nondegenerate symmetric invariant bilinear form (., =) on any of the 
above algebras is uniquely determined up to a scalar multiple. It allows the 
identification of the Cartan subalgebra h with its dual h*. If rr, r2, s,, 
s2 E a, then our choice for the invariant form on o(2Z) or ~~(21) is 
(:r,r2:, :s1s2:)= *({rI,s2}*{ r2,S,l* T  P,~~,l*~r*~~21*). (2.3) 
The same expression gives an invariant form on o(2Z + 1) in the fermionic 
case, and a supersymmetric invariant form on B(0, 1) in the bosonic case. 
Recall that supersymmetry of a form on a superalgebra means that 
(a, b) = (-1) (dem)(degb)(j,, a)e (2.4) 
Before giving the constructions of affine algebras in the next section, we 
would like to set up our notation for the root systems, root vectors, and 
fundamental weights of the finite-dimensional algebras gl(Z), 0(21), o(22 + l), 
sp(2Z), and B(0, Z) (see Table V). 
Let {ai 1 1 < i < Z) be a basis of ai and let {a,? 1 I < i < Z) be the dual basis 
of a2, so that we have 
{Ui~Uj}*={a,*>ui*l*=o and 
(Ui, UT}* =6, for 1 < i, j < 1. 
(2.5) 
Then 
c C:a,uj*:@ c c:aiaj:@ c C:a,*ui*: (2.6) I<i.j<l IGiG</ l<j<i<l 
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TABLE V 
o(W 
D, 
0(21+ 1) 
B, 
SPW 
C, 
OSP(l, 21) 
B(O, 1) 
l3lU) 
A I-1 
d=(f(~,f~,)/l~i,j~I,i<j) 
a,=&,-cE, ,..., a,_,=&,_,-&,,a,=&,-,+&, 
w, = E, ,..., W,-2 = E, + ... + E,m2, 
co-1 = i(E, t .‘. + El-, -E,) 
Wl=i(E,+.‘~tE,-,tE,) 
a’ zz w = a’” 2 o--e-~ 
A=(fs,,f(qf~~)/l<i,jgI,i<j} 
Cf,=E,-E2 ,..., CZ-,=E,-l-E,,CS,=E, 
WI=& ,,..., W,-,=E,+...+E ,-,, W,=&+~..+E,) 
a=w,,cF=w, w... - 
A = ( +ZE,, k(&, f Ed) 1 1 & i,j < 1, i <j} 
Cl,=E,-E2 ,..., a,-,=E,-,-E,,Cl,=h, 
W, = & ,I..., W,-, = E, + ‘.’ + E ,-,, W, = E, + “. + E, 
6 = 20 1, (5" Y w I - . . . - 
A = { +E,, f2Ejr k(E, f Ej) / 1 < i,j < 1, i <j} 
cl, = E, - E2 ,..., Cl-, = E,-, -El, Cf, = E, 
0, = E, ,..., W,-,=E,+ ... + E ,-,, W,= f(E, + ... t E,) 
c = &J 1, 6" = w 1 -... - 
A={k(~~-~~)Il<i,j(I,i<j) 
CfI=E,-E2 ,..., CZ-,=E,m,-E, 
WI = E, ,..., W,-, = E, + ... + E,ml .-. a-. - 
;=E,-E,=$ 1 2 P-l 
is a root space decomposition of o(21) in the fermionic case, ~~(21) in the 
bosonic case with respect to the Cartan subalgebra h spanned by 
{hi=*:a,ai*:=--a+zi+~~ 1 <i<Z}. (2.7) 
Note that in the fermionic case :aiui: = 0 = :~:a*:. Let {E,,..., E[} be the 
basis of h * dual to {h i ,..., h,}, so q(hj) = 6,; and from (2.3), we see that 
(hi, hj) = 6, = ( ci, sj). If we extend (2.6) by adding on 
C C:uie: @ 1 G:uTe:, V-8) 
l<i</ I<i<l 
the result is a root space decomposition of 0(21+ 1) in the fermionic case, 
B(0, I) in the bosonic case with respect to the same Cartan subalgebra h. 
The root system is denoted by d, with simple roots a1 ,..., aI, highest root 
6, highest short root 6” and fundamental weights o, ,..., wt. These weights 
are determined by the condition 
2(wiy aj> _ 6,. 
(ai, cfj) - “’ 
1 < i, j < I, (2.9) 
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TABLE VI 
420 
o(21+ 1) 
SP(W 
B(O, 0 
l3V) 
in o(21) 
d(l) 
in sp(21) 
u,, E v”+ of weight W,=+(&,+‘..+EJ 
a+~,, E Vi of weight 0,-,=t(E,+‘.‘+&,~,-E,) 
vO E V, of weight co,=+(&, + ... f&J 
u,, E v”_ of weight --fw,=--f(&,$‘.‘$E,) 
n&E V\ of weight -;W,+W,m,=-+(&,+..*+E,)-E, 
v,, E Vm of weight -co, = --f(E, + . . . t E,) 
V, decomposes into I + 1 irreducible components having the 
highest weight vectors with weights as follows: 
uO of weight f(E, t ... t E,) 
u: a0 of weight f(E, t ... + E,- I -E,) 
a,?, a: uO of weight i(E,t.“+E,~*-El-,-E,) 
a: ... a:~,, ofweight --f(E, t 1’. t E,) 
V_ decomposes into infinitely many irreducible components having 
highest weight vectors with weights as follows: 
uO of weight --f(E, t ..f t E,) 
(u:)~c, of weight -j(E, $ ‘.. t&,)-k&, 
for each k > I 
once simple roots are chosen. We give in Table V the relevant information 
for these five algebras, including their Dynkin diagrams. 
The correspondence of root vectors with roots is as follows: 
:u,q: f) (Ei - Ej), 
:aiuj: ++ (Ei + Ej), 
:a,*uj*: ++ -(Ei + Ej), 
:a,e: t-, Eiy 
:u,*e: ++ -&i. 
(2.10) 
In Table VI we give the highest weight vectors in the irreducible components 
of I’, and their weights. 
3. CONSTRUCTIONS OF AFFINE ALGEBRAS 
Let Z = Z or Z + 4, and let 2’ denote the complement of Z in $ Z. 
Define 
2 = sgn(2) = 
I 
+1 if Z=Z, 
-1 
if Z=Z+i, (3.1) 
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so that I = (-1)‘” for n E 2. Let a = a, 0 a2 and {a, .}* be as defined in 
Section 2. Let the associative algebra A *(Z”) be generated by 
{u(m) 124 E a, m E Z} (3.2) 
with the relations 
u(m) u(n) f v(n) u(m) = {% u } l 6,,-, . (3.3) 
The algebra A,(Z”) is L,-graded according to the parity of the number of 
generators in a monomial expression. We define the normal ordering of a 
quadratic expression to be 
i 
u(m) u(n) if n > m, 
:24(m) u(n): = {(u(m) v(n) T u(n) u(m)) if n = m, (3.4) 
W4 u(m) if n-Cm 
= T:v(n) u(m):. 
We will require three extensions of the algebra A,(Z2’). For S = Z, Z’, or 
f Z the generators 
Mm) I m E Sl (3.5) 
span an infinite-dimensional Clifford algebra with relations 
e(m) e(n) + e(n) e(m) = r26,,-“. (3.6) 
Let Ai(Z2’) denote the algebra obtained by adjoining to A *(Z2’) the 
generators (3.5) with relations (3.6) and 
for 24 E a, m E Z. 
u(m) e(n) * e(n) u(m) = 0 (3.7) 
The following generating function formalism is very useful. For u E a and 
formal complex variable w, we define 
u(w)= C u(m) Wm, (3.8) 
mEZ 
2 u(m) w-” if Z=E+f, 
u+(w) = O<rnEZ 
i 
(3.9) 
+24(O)+ C u(m) wern if Z=E, 
O<rnEZ 
and u-(w) = u(w) - u’(w). We also have 
es(w) = JJ e(m) wem, 
me.7 
(3.10) 
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where the sum runs over the appropriate set S = Z, Z’ or ! Z depending on 
the algebra being considered. For two generating functions U(W) and u(wJ 
we define the normally ordered product 
:u(w) u(wJ: = r Y :u(m) u(n): W-mW;n. -L-I (3.11) 
m n 
If w  = w,, and m, n E Z, then we have 
x(w) = :u(w) u(w): = x z :u(m) u(k - m): w-k, 
kcZ me2 
(3.12) 
which defines the kth homogeneous component 
x(k) = z(w) u(w):~ 
= y’ :u(m)u(k-m): for kEZ. 
mz 
(3.13) 
If v(w) = e,(w), then the outer summation in (3.12) will be over k E L, Z + f 
or $H in case S = Z, Z’, or f Z, and x(w) will have the appropriate 
components. Also note that for u E a, :u(m)e(n): is as given in (3.4) and 
equals u(m) e(n) because of (3.7). But in :e(w) e(wO): the normal ordering is 
fermionic. 
The components of various normally ordered quadratic expressions 
: U(W) V(W): are well-defined operators on appropriate representation spaces 
which we will now describe. Let V,(Z’) be a simple Clifford (+) or Weyl 
(-) module as follows. We call the generators 
{u(m) 1 u E a, 0 < m E Z) U {u(O) j 24 E a, if Z = Z) 
annihilation operators, and 
(3.14) 
{u(m)luEa,O> mEZ)U{u(O)/uEa,ifZ=Z} (3.15) 
creation oerators. Then Y* (Z’) is a simple module containing an element uO, 
called a “vacuum vector,” which is killed by all annihilation operators. The 
space 
V,(Z’)=A*(z*‘) * u, 
decomposes into even and odd subspaces 
(3.16) 
v* W) = v”* (Z’) 0 vi (Z’) (3.17) 
according to the parity of the number of creation operators applied to u,, in a 
monomial expression. Note that for any particular vector u E V*(Z’), only 
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finitely many terms from (3.13) can make a nonzero contribution to x(k) - u, 
so x(k) is a well-defined operator on V*(Z’). Also note that because x(k) is 
composed of quadratic expressions, the even and odd subspaces of V*(Z’) 
are preserved by these operators. 
Let us now define representation spaces for each of the algebras A:(Z”). 
Let V(S) be a simple Clifford module for the Clifford algebra generated by 
(3.5) with relations (3.6). We call e(m) an annihilation operator if m > 0, or 
a creation operator if m < 0. When e(0) is present its action is determined by 
(3.6), 
e(0) e(0) = T 1, (3.18) 
so we choose e(0) = fl in the fermionic case and e(0) = 1 in the bosonic 
case. V(S) is the simple Clifford module containing “vacuum vector” v,,, 
which is killed by annihilation operators. Because of (3.7), we see that the 
A “, (Z”)-module 
V”,(Z’) = v, (Z’) @ V(S) = AS, (Z”) - ?Jo (3.19) 
is simple. It is clear that the components of generating functions X(W) v(w):, 
:u(w) e,(w):, and :eZ(w) eZ,(w): (when S = $ Z) are well-defined operators on 
V”,(Z’). We have the decomposition into even and odd subspaces 
V”,(Z’) = V”;“(Z’) 0 vy(z’), (3.20) 
which are preserved by the components of :u(w) V(W): for U, v E a, and by 
the components of :u(w) e,(w):, unless e(0) is present. So the decomposition 
of Vt(Z’) is preserved for S = Z if Z = E + 1, but is not if Z = Z. When 
S=Z’itispreservedifZ=Z,butisnotifZ=Zt~,andwhenS=fZit 
is not preserved in either case. Later we will see that these preserved 
subspaces are irreducible highest weight representations of various affine 
algebras. Their highest weight vectors and weights will be determined by the 
choice of Z. 
There are two ways of using generating functions to define operators 
which represent aftine algebras. One way is to consider the homogeneous 
components of functions X(W) v(w): for U, u E a and the identity operator 1. 
These may be extended three ways by adding on components of functions 
a(w) es(w): and :ez(w) e=,(w): as shown above. There is another 
construction which yields a closed algebra, but it requires a “twist” of the 
first one. To obtain it, we consider the identity operator and the components 
of the functions 
:u(w) u(w): for uEa,, UEa2, (3.21) 
:24(w) u(-w): for 24, v E a,, (3.22) 
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and 
:u(w) u(-w): for quEa2. (3.23) 
These may be extended three ways by adding on the components of the 
functions 
:24(w) es(w): for UEa,, (3.24) 
3(-w) es(w): for uEa,, (3.25) 
and 
:es(-w) es(w): (3.26) 
:es(w) e,(-w):, (3.27) 
where the generators {e(m) 1 m E S} form a Clifford, Weyl, or mixed algebra. 
Actually, (3.27) is only needed when S = 3 H. We will refer to these two 
types of constructions as “nontwisted” and “twisted,” respectively. To show 
that these collections of operators span closed algebras it will be necessary to 
develop further the generating function formalism. 
Let [A, B] * = AB f BA for operators A, B. It is straightforward to verify 
LEMMA 1. Ler u, u E a, S = Z, Z + f or 5 Z, and let {e(n) ( n E S} be 
fermionic generators satisfying (3.6), (3.7). 
(a) SupposeZ=LandIwl>Iwolforw,woEC*,then 
(b) SupposeZ=L+~and~w~>~w,~forw,w,EC*,then 
lu+tw>Y 4wo)l* = [u(w), ~-(wo)l* 
(c) ForIwI>IwO\, w,woEC* wehave 
14 04 es(wo>l += M4 e; (wo>l + 
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LEMMA 2. For u E a, v E a or v = e,, either 2, any w, w,, E C* we have 
:u(w) v(w,): = u(w) v’(w,) ‘f v-(wo) u(w) 
= u-(w) v(w,) ‘F u(w,) u+(w). 
For any S we have 
:eAw) e,(w,>: = es(w) es’ two) - ei(w,> es(w) 
= e;(w) e&,) - es(wo) eB (w> 
in both the bosonic and fermionic cases. 
DEFINITION. For any generating functions u(w), v(w,), we define the 
contraction 
u(w) u(w,) = u(w) v(w0) - x(w) v(wrJ):. (3.28) 
I I 
Then for U, u E a and ( w  ( > ( wO(, we have from Lemmas 1 and 2 that 
(3.29) 
where 
r = L = I 
ttw + wo> if Z=Z, 
(wwo)1/2 if Z=Z++. 
(3.30) 
For u E a and atiy w, w. E C *, we also have 
u(w) dw,) = 0, 
while for ) w  / > ) wo) we see that 
(3.3 1) 
es(w) dw,o) = Mw), e&,)1 + = ~2 j+$ 
0 I  I  
is given in Lemma l(c). 
LEMMA 3. Foru,vEa,ifIw(>Iw,l,wehave 
(a) u(w) v(-w,) = [u(w), v-(-W,)]+ = {u, v 
(3.32) 
} * t’/(w + wo) where 
L= 
i 
++ ,<& FwoW~=~(~) 
0 
w + w. 
,zez (-wo)“+‘/2(W)-(n+1/2)= ($) 1’2 w 
w + w, 
if 1= 1, 
Q-1=- 1, 
(b) u(-w) v(w,) = [a(+), v-(I+& = +, Vi+ it’/(w + %), 
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(c) 
we have 
,4-w) Wq,) = [u(-w), v- (-wo)] * = {u, u I+ T/(w - w,). Thus, 
fw qo> = 4-w) u(--wJ and u(w) u(-wo) = zu(-w) u(w,). 1 I 1 
LEMMA 4. For u,vEa and Iw\ > Iw,,), we have 
lim r=w, and lim r’ = -wO, 
Wwv~ w*--wrJ 
lim :24(-w) u(wO): = z:u(wO) u(w& 
w+--wo 
lim :24(w) u(-WJ = :u(-wJ v(-w,):. 
w-t--w0 
DEFINITION. Let x i ,..., x, be generators in an algebra of operators having 
fermionic (+) or bosonic (-) relations, and having a notion of normal 
ordering. For fermionic generators define 
:x1 . . . xi . . . xi . . . x,: 
I I 
=SgIl(U)X&(:X~ *“Xip~Xi+l “‘Xj-1Xj+l .**Xn:), 
where sgn(o) is the sign of the permutation 
( 1 2 3 *** n (T= 1 i j 1 . . . f...j... n’ 
For bosonic generators, we give the same definition, but without the sgn(u) 
factor. In the physics literature, the following Wick theorem is well 
known [7]. 
THEOREM 5. We have x, ... x,= :x, ..ex,: +‘jJ :x1 ...~i...~jS..~n:, 
where the summation is taken ouer all possible combinations of sets 
of contractions. Also, (:x1 ‘es x,:)(:y* ‘-‘ym:)= :x1 --- Xnyl -*-ym: + 
c :x1 ‘;’ X” y, yy,:, where the summation is taken ouer all possible 
combinations of contractions of some x’s and some y’s. 
COROLLARY 6. In an algebra with both fermionic and bosonic 
generators, we have for any permutation o 
:x1 *- * x,: = (-l)N:X,(,, * * * x0(“):, 
where N is the number of fermionic-fermionic transpositions in a decom- 
position of o. 
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Let Y be any of the representation spaces we have defined, and let V* be 
its algebraic dual space (functionals nonzero only on finite-dimensional 
subspaces of V). We denote by (. 1 .) the pairing between Y and V*. Let 
:u(w) v(w): be a generating function having nonzero components 
a(w) u(w):~ only for k E Z or only for k E Z + 4. For any ui E Y*, ur E V, 
we have 
(II, ( :24(w) u(w):ku2) = &i, (q 1 :24(w) u(w): u2) w$ 
for any circle C around the origin of the complex w-plane. In the rest of the 
paper we will omit z)r, u2 and 1/2ni from our calculations and only write 
:+9e9:k=JC: ( > ( > u w  2, w  : wk &v/w. We will use the residue theorem to 
compute commutators or anticommutators, as appropriate, of such 
components. The residue theorem may be avoided by treating w  as a formal 
variable, but then the calculations can be rather lengthy. In case :u(w) u(w): 
has nonzero components S(W) u(w):~ for k E I! and Z + $, we will always 
divide :u(w) u(w): into two separate generating functions: one having only 
integral components and the other having only semi-integral components. 
Then X(W) Y(w):~ can be expressed as an integral of the appropriate part of 
:u(w) u(w): depending on k. For example, if u E a, then :u(w)~,,,,(w):, 
equals 
I dw :24(w) f?=(w): Wk y if kEZ, c 
c C 
:24(w) e,,(w): Wk $ if kEh++. 
In the case of (3.26), x?,,~~(-w) e,,2z(w):k equals 
I c (:eZ(-w) e,(w) + :e,,(-w) eZ,(w):) wk $ 
if kEZ, 
I c (:eZ(-w) e,,(w): + :eZ,(-w) eZ(w):) wk J$- 
if kEZ++. 
Now we proceed to the proof that the components of the generating 
functions in the nontwisted case form a closed algebra. The Wick theorem 
and (3.29) give 
LEMMA 7. Forr,,r,,s,,s,EaandJwJ>]w,J, wehave 
(:r*(w) r*(w):)(:s1(wo) w%l):) = :r1(w) r2(w) Sl(%J mb): 
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Note that if Jw,,j > JwI, then (:s,(w,,) s2(wo):)(:rI(w) r2(w):) gives exactly 
the same expression as above. 
For x, = :r,r2:, x2 = :s,s2: quadratic expressions from A * (29, identity 
(2.1) gives us that 
x3= [x1,x2] = (r1,s2}* :r2s,: + {r2,s,}* :r,s2: 
* (r,,s,}* :r2s2: T (r2,s2} :rlsl: (3.33) 
in a finite-dimensional algebra, o(21) or ~~(21). For m, n E Z we can now use 
the generating function formalism (recall (3.8~(3.13)) to prove that 
Mm>3 x2(41 = h x21(m + 4 * m(x, 9 x2> b-,. (3.34) 
The left side of (3.34) is 
[, x,(w) w* $, I 
dw 0 
X2(%> wl - 7 
C Cl WO 1 (3.35) 
where C and C, are any circles around the origin of the complex plane. We 
may write this as 
R 
Xl(W) X2(%) wm $ - j 
cr 
where CR and C, have radii R and r, respectively, and r < 1 w,l < R for w. on 
C. From Lemma 7 and (2.3), we then get 
dw dw, 
Xl(W) x,(wo) w m  w 
) 
wz - 
w 0 
= 
i xdwo) wr+n C 
2*(xl,x2)jcmw:+n2 
(3.37) 
= x&n + n) f 172(x,, x2> a,,-,. 
Thus, the identity operator and the components of :u(w) U(W):, for U, u E a as 
operators on V*(Z’), form a closed Lie algebra. 
Let us now extend this algebra by adding on the components of 
x(w) eZ(w): for u E a, where 
e,(w) = C e(m) wwm. 
mei? 
(3.38) 
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If x = :uu:, x, = :u,e:, x2 = :z+e: for u, 0, ui, u2 E a are elements of the 
finite-dimensional algebra 0(21+ 1) or B(0, r), then x(w) = X(W) V(W):, 
x,(w) = :24,(w) e,(w):, and x,(w) = : U*(W) ez(w): have only integral 
components. Lemma 7 still holds for x(w) and x,(w,) if we understand e to 
be orthogonal to a with respect to {s, .} *. This gives, as above, 
b(m), x,(n)1 = Ix, x,l(m + n) (3.39) 
for m, n E Z, and (x, xi) = 0 from (2.3). To obtain the expression (3.37) it is 
necessary to use [x,(m), x?(n)] yr because :ez(w) e,(w,): = -:e,(w,) ez(w): in 
both the fermionic and bosonic cases. The same is true of [x1,x,], in the 
finite-dimensional algebra, and this technique gives 
b,(4, -m>l * = [x1 9 x*1 ,(m + n) l 4&x1, x2>. (3.40) 
Again we have obtained a closed algebra, this time consisting of operators 
acting on V”,(Z’). 
If we extend the algebra of operators on V,(Z’) by adding on the 
components of :u(w) e,,(w): for u E a, where 
e=,(w) = C e(m) w-“, 
ItfEZ’ 
then x,(w) and x,(w) will have only semi-integral 
contractions needed are 
u(w) eZT(wo) = 0 I 
and 
(3.4 1) 
(Z + 4) components. The 
where 
e,<(w) eZJ(wo) = T2 A, 
0 
rz, = i 
ttw + wo> if 2=-l, 
(wwo)l/2 if r= 1. 
(3.42) 
Although some of the details of the calculation are slightly modified, we 
easily obtain as before 
[x(m), x,(n + f)] = 1x9 Xl]@ + n + $1, (3.43) 
and 
[x,(m + i), x*(n + $11 r
= [Xl 3 x*1 ,(m + n + 1) f cm + $1 &?z+ l/Z),-(n+ l/&I 3 x2) (3.44) 
for m, n E b. This closed algebra of operators acts on V”,‘(Z’)- 
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The largest algebra extension, containing all of the previous three, is 
obtained by including the components of S(W) ei,zz(w): for ZJ E a, where 
(3.45) 
and the components of :eZ(w)eZ,(w):. For x1 = :u,e:, we have 
x,(w) = :uI(w) e 1,2z(w): = x x :u,(m)e(k - m): wpk (3.46) 
kellZ2 rn~.Z 
whose integral and semi-integral components were considered separately 
above. We obtain again the formulas (3.39), (3.40) (3.43), and (3.44), as 
well as 
Ixl(m),X2(n +$I,= T(u,, u,}, 
I 
:e,(wo)e,,(wo): wglin+‘/‘*. 
C wo 
(3.47) 
To show closure of this largest extension we must bracket the components of 
:eZ(w) e,,(w): with each other and with x,(n), x,(n + +) and x(n). We obtain 
I J xtP& 
m+1/*dw, :eAwo) ezr(wo): w. = $2x,(n + m + t), (3.48) 
Cl wo I 
dw o :ez(wo) e,,(w,): WY+ I” - 
WO 1 = f2x,(n + m + l), (3.49) 
the bracket with x(n) is zero, and 
[i 
:e,(w) eZr(w): wn+“’ f ,  j dwo :eZ(wo) ez,(wo): wr”” - 
C Cl WO 1 
= -W + 4) him+ l.o. 
Now we repeat the four constructions given above in the twisted case, i.e., 
starting with the identity operator and the components of the functions 
(3.21~(3.23), then adding on the components of (3.24)-(3.27) for S = Z, Z’ 
or i(z. But now several points are different. First, we apparently can no 
longer associate X(W) v(-w): =x(w) with some element x in a fmite- 
dimensional algebra. This means that the bracket formulas will not look 
quite as simple as before. (In fact, there is a way of doing so based on the 
decomposition gl(21) = ~~(21) @ g’, but it would require introducing twice as 
many generators and a set of relations which reduce to our chosen 
approach.) We must be very careful using integrals to express the 
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components :u(w) a(--~):~ (see Lemmas 8(b) and 9(b), (c)). We note that 
there is a more straightforward alternative way of proceeding. We may use 
u(w) = CrnEZ u(m) W-2m instead of (3.8), es(w) = CmpS e(m) wPzrn instead 
of (3.10), and fl w  instead of --w in (3.21)-(3.27). Using these functions, 
however, the bracket calculations become twice as long, each residue we do 
now splits into two parts, each giving half of the answer. 
The second point of difference is in the algebra composed by the 
components of e,(w) for S = Z, Z + f or i Z. We now let 
W4 I n E Sl (3.51) 
generate an algebra with the relations 
e(m) e(n) + e(n) e(m) = T2(-l)m 6,,-, if m,nE.Z, 
e(m) 44 - 44 44 = 0 I if mEZ, nEP+t if m E z + I 2, nE& (3.52) 
e(m) e(n) -e(n) e(m) = r2(-1)” 6,,-, if m,nEZ+i. 
If S = Z, we have a pure Clifford algebra as before. But if S = Z + 4, we get 
a pure Weyl algebra, and if S = $Z, we get a mixed Clifford-Weyl algebra. 
This naturally requires the normal ordering :e(m) e(n): to be fermionic for 
m,nEZandbosonicifeithermEZ+jornEZ+f. 
We must also replace the relation (3.7) by the relations 
u(m) e(n) + e(n) u(m) = 0 if n E Z, u(m) E A +(Z2’), 
u(m) e(n) - e(n) u(m) = 0 I if nEZ++, u(m) E A + (Z”) if u(m) E A-(Z*‘). (3.53) 
This means that the normal ordering :u(m) e(n): is bosonic if u(m) is 
bosonic. But if u(m) is fermionic, then the normal ordering is fermionic for 
n E Z, bosonic for n E Z + i. Consequently, we have 
LEMMA 8. ForS=Z,Z+jor$Zlet 
es(w) = 2 e(n) W-” 
IES 
have components from (3.51) with relations (3.52) and (3.53). 
(a) For 1 wi > 1 w,( we have 
dw) e Aw J = MN9 e; (wJ1 + = 72 (%5!!, y w + w 
L z+ I12W e,, 1,2(w,o) = [eZ+ 1,2(w), e;, 1,2(wo)1- = W--1Y2 ‘,w~~~. e 
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(b) For u, u E a, k E L we have 
:u(-w) u(-w):k = (-l)p :u(w) v(w):,, 
:u(,$‘) [I(--w):k = +l)-k :u(-w) u(w):k. 
Also, we have 
a(-w) es(-w)zk = (-l)pk :u(w) es(w)zky 
:u(w) es(-w):k = I(-l)-” :u(-w) e.Jw):k 
for S = Z, Z’, i L and k E L, L f i, 4 L, respectively. 
We begin as before with the associative algebra A ,(Z”) generated by 
(3.2) with relations (3.3). But now we get the three extensions A:(Z”) for 
S = Z, Z’, and f L by adjoining generators (3.5 1) with relations (3.52) and 
(3.53). The representation space V,(Z’) = A,(Z*‘) e u,, is defined as before, 
but the space V(S) will be a Clifford module if S = Z, a Weyl module if 
S = 6 t f, and a mixed Clifford-Weyl module if S = i I!. With these 
modifications the notation of (3.19) and (3.20) will still be used. 
We are now ready to prove that the components of (3.21)-(3.23) and the 
identity operator acting on V,(Z’) represent a closed algebra. Since the 
components of :u(w) u(w): for 24 E a,, u E a, are associated with the element 
x = :UU: from the finite-dimensional algebra gl(Z), we do have the usual 
bracket formula 
[x(~)~YPol = IhYl(m + n> f fGTY> %n-” 
for m, n E Z, x, y E gl(l). 
(3.54) 
Let u, E a,, v, E a,. If U, u E a, we find 
D 
; :ul(w) v,(w): Wk $, f 
dw o 
:u(wJ u(-w,): w’o - 
‘Cl WO 1 
=) ({v,,ul* :u,(wo)v(--wo): 
-C 
t (-Uk{2’1, 
dwn v}* :u,(wo) u(-w,):) wy--: 
WO 
while for u, v E a2, we find this bracket equals 
(3.55) 
f =(I I Ul, u)* :vdwJ v(-wg): 
dw o 
+ (-l)k{U,, v}* :u(wo) v1(-wo):) w;+t-&-. (3.56) 
607/56/Z-4 
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In case U, , z+, v, , U* are all from a, or all from a,, then all contractions are 
zero so the brackets of two components from (3.22) or two from (3.23) are 
zero. If u,, u, E a1 and u2, v2 E a2, then 
[I 
dwo c q(w) vl(-w): Wk $, J :u*(wJ vz(-wo): w’, - 
Cl w 0 1 
= I C(T(-l)k+tlUI, &I* :v1(wo) v,(wo>: 
+ WYh %I* :v1(wo) dwo): 
+ W)‘h %I* %(Wo) v*(wo>: 
dwo 
T Iv,, V*}* :u,(wo) %(wo):) wttt--- 
w 0 
+ %-tW%, 4lf{VI~ v*l* + ~(-v% v,}*{v,, U*}*). (3.57) 
These calculations show that the components (all integral) of (3.21)-(3.23) 
with the identity operator form a closed Lie algebra acting on V+(Z’). 
To get the three extensions of this algebra we adjoin the components of 
(3.24)-(3.27) which include integral, semi-integral, or both kinds of 
components when S = Z, Z’, or $ Z, respectively. 
Let us define 
[= (w - M’.o)P 
! 
if S=L, 
(-wwo)“* if S=Z+i 
and 
if S=iZ, 
if S=Z+f. 
Also, let sgn(Z) = 1 and sgn(Z + i) = -1. From Lemma 8(a) we have 
LEMMA 9. (a) For [WI > Iwo/, we have 
$w> e&,) = es(+) es(-wo) = 72 *, 
0 
es(-w) es(wo) = T2 L, 
I w - w. 
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es(w) e&-w o) = r2 sgn(S) & for s=z, E+& I 0 
fdw) ed-To) = ,eA-4 ez(wp) - p+ d-4 ez+ 1~2W,o)~ 
(b) S=ZorZ+~,uEa,Iwl>Iw,l,wehave 
lim c=-wo, lim C’ = w,, 
w-r--w0 w+v(J 
lim :u(-w) e,(-w,): = I:u(w~) e,(-w,):, 
w-r--w0 
lim :eS(-w) e,(-w,): = sgn(S) :eS(wo) e,(-w,):, 
w---w~ 
lim :eS(w) eS(wo): = :eS(-w,) e,(w,):, 
w+--w~ 
lim :eS(-w) e,,(-w,): = sgn(S) :e,(w,) e,,(-w,):. 
w-r--w~ 
(c) ForS=ZorZ+f,kEE,wehave 
:es(w) es(-w):k = (-1)-k sgn(S) :eS(-w) eS(w):k. 
IfkEZ+f, wehave 
:eZ(-w) eZc(w)zk = (-1)” :eZ(w) ez’(-w):k7 
while for k E Z this is zero. For S = j H, if k E Z we have 
:es(-w) es(w)zk = :ez(-w) ez(w)zk + :eZf(-w) ezr(w)zk 
and 
:es(w) es(-w):k = z(--I)-“(:eZ(-w) ez(w):k - :eZ,(-w) e,,(w):,), 
whiIeifkEZ+f, wehave 
:es(-w) es(w)zk = (1 -1(-l)“) :ez(-w) ez!(w):ka 
Let us begin with the case when ul, v E a, and u2 E a*. We have 
[J 
dwo 
c :ul(w) l+(w): Wk g, J :v(wo) es(wo): wb - 
Cl w 0 1 
J c{ 
dw o = u2, v}* :u,(w,) e,(w,>: ~i+‘-~ 
w 0 
(3.58) 
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while for u E a*, we have 
[i 
dW0 
c :ul(w) r+(w): Wk $, j :u(-w,) e,(w,): wb - 
Cl w 0 I 
I 
dwo 
= *{u,, u},(-I)~ x4,(-w,)e,(w,): wi+‘-. (3.59) 
c w 0 
It is also clear from Lemma 8 that the brackets of components from 
(3.21)-(3.23) with components from (3.26)-(3.27) are all zero. The same is 
true for components of (3.22) with (3.24), and (3.23) with (3.25). If u, v E a, 
and u, E a2, then 
I C 
:u(w) u(-w): wk $, jc, x2(-wo) e,(w,): wb 21 
= I c (04 hl, :Wo) es(wo): 
dwo T {u, U2}*(-l)k I :v(wo)es(wo):) wt+[-; 
WO 
and if U, E a,, U, v E a2, then 
(3.60) 
[i 
a(w) u(-w): Wk $, 
1 
dwo 
:uI(wo) e,(w,): wb - 
C Cl w 0 
= cw J u, u,} + :4--wo) es(w3: 
dw 0 + (21, u,},(-l)k r:u(-wo) e,(w,):) wt+‘-. 
w  0 
(3.61) 
That completes the brackets of components from (3.21)-(3.23) with those 
from (3.24)-(3.27). 
Let u, v E a; then Corollary 6 says that as expressions 
:4w) e,(w) Wo) es(wo): 
= f sgn(S):v(w,) e,(w,) u(w) es(w): for S=Z or S=.Z+$. 
(3.62) 
This determines whether we should commute (if f sgn(S) = 1) or 
anticommute (if * sgn(S) = -1) the components of :u(w) es(w): and 
:v(wo) e,(w,):. For S = ;Z!, this depends on the components, that is, on k 
and f. But in all cases, we have 
a(w) e,(w) u(wo) e,,(w,): = :u(wo) eZ,(wo) u(w) eZ(w):. (3.63) 
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So between components of x(w) eZ(w): and :u(wJ e,,(w,):, we always use 
the Lie bracket. 
For u, u E a, and S = Z or Z + f , we have 
[i c 
:24(w) es(w): wk $, I 
dW0 
:u(wo) e,(w,): w: - 
Cl WO 1 TWILV 
where 
= I c rS(r2)(-l)k :u(-wo) ?J(wo): w,+@$ 
fS= ;; ;; ;:$ 
I 2’ 
For u,vEa2 and S=Z or Z++, we have 
[J c :24(-w) es(w): wk $, I dW0 :u(-wo) e,(w,): wb - Cl WO I rsgn(sf 
= 
I 
c TS(T2)(-1)k z:u(wo) U(-wo): w;+@$. 
If u E a,, u E a2, S= Z or Z + f, then 
I 
dwo :u(-wo) e,(w,): wb - c a(w) es(w): wk $, j 
Cl WO I *sgnw 
= I^  c (IF’{u, ~},(-l)~ :e,(-w,)e,(w,): 
TS(f2)(-1)k :u(-wo) v(-wo):) w;+@$ 
?(r2){u, v)+ k(-l)k a,,-,* (3.66) 
Ifu,Ea,andS=ZorZ+4,wehavetheLiebracket 
(3.64) 
(3.65) 
:u,(w) es(w): wk $, j  
dW0 
:e,(-w,) es(wo): to: - 
Cl WO I 
= T2 sgn(S)(l - (-l)-‘) jc :u,(w,) e,(w,): wi”%; (3.67) 
while for uz E a2, we can see that 
[, 
dwo 
c :u2(-w) es(w): wk $, j :es(-w,) es(wo): w’, - 
Cl w 0 I 
= T2 sgn(S)(l - (-I)-‘)k :u2(-wo)es(wo): wi+‘2. (3.68) 
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We must also compute for S = Z or Z + $ the Lie bracket 
[i 
dwo c :es(-w) es(w): wk $-, J :e,(-w,) e,(w,): wk - 
Cl w 0 1 
= f2 sgn(S)(l - (-l)k(l + (-1)-k-‘) 
XI 
dwo :e,(-w,) e,(w,): wt+‘- 
C w 0 
+ 4 sgn(S) k(1 - (-l)k) Sk,-,. (3.69) 
The above calculations show that the extensions defined by (3.24)-(3.27) 
for S= Z and for S = Z + f give closed algebras. The case of S = ;Z 
requires more work. Since es(w) = ez(w) + e,, &w), the calculations of 
brackets of components from (3.21)-(3.23) with those from (3.24)-(3.27) for 
S = Z and S = Z + 4 combine to give the same results for S = i Z. In 
(3.64~(3.66), if k, t E Z or k, t E Z + 2, 1 the calculation is the same as for 
S = Z or S = Z’, respectively. But if k E Z and f E Z + f , the Lie bracket is 
used and gives zero for (3.64) and (3.65), because all contractions are zero. 
LetuEa1,uEa,,kEZ,tEZ+f,theninsteadof(3.66)wehave 
[J 
s(w) e,(w): wk $, I 
dwo :u(-wo) eZF(wo): wb - 
c Cl w 0 I 
I 
dwo = Tz{u, ~},(-l)~ :e,(-w,)e,,(w,): wt+‘-. (3.70) 
c wo 
From Lemma 9(c) this is a linear combination of components from (3.26) 
and (3.27). If k E Z + 3 and t E Z, we would have instead 
[J :u(w) e=,(w): wk -$, I dW0 :u(-wo) e,(w,): wb - C Cl w 0 1 
I 
dwo 
= Tz’{u, u),(-1))’ z:e,(-w,)e,,(w,): wt+‘-. (3.7 1) 
c wo 
Concerning the calculation (3.67), if t E Z, then we still use the Lie 
bracket whether k E Z or k E Z + 4. But the case when k, t E Z + 1 reduces 
to 
xl(w) e,,(w): wk $, I 
dwo 
:e,(-wo) e,,(w,): wb - 
Cl 1 wo ir 
I k+l dwO = c 72(-l)-’ :uI(wo) ez(wo):wo -, w  0 (3.72) 
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because as expressions, :u,(w) ez,(w) ez(-w,) e,,(w,): equals We,(-w,) 
e,,(w,) ~,(w)e,,(w):. If kE Z and TV Z + 1, then (3.67) reduces to 
dw 
m,(w) e=(w): wk w, i 
dw 0 :eZ(-wo) e,,(w,):w’, - 
Cl I wo FL 
1 
dwo = F~z:u,(w,) eZr(wo): we+‘-----, 
C WO 
(3.73) 
because as expressions, :ui(w) e,(w) eZ(-wo) e,,(w,): equals fr:e,(-w,) 
ezftwo) u,(w) e&b 
The case of calculation (3.68) is quite similar to that of (3.67). If t E Z, 
the Lie bracket is used whether k E Z or k E Z + i, but the case when 
k, t E Z + i reduces to 
I 
dwo 
c :24,(--w) eZ,(w): wk $, j :e,(-w,) e,,(w,): wb - 
ct I wo il 
= I 
ktt dwO c r2(-1))” :uz(-wo) e,(w,): w, -, 
w 0 
and the case when k E Z, t E Z + i reduces to 
I 
dwo 
c :uz(-w) eZ(w): wk $,j :e,(-w,) e,,(w,): wk - 
CI I wo *I 
I 
dwo = rf2m4,(-w,) eZ,(wo): w$+~---. 
C w 0 
(3.74) 
(3.75) 
The last calculation to be considered is (3.69). Lemma 9(c) shows that 
when S = +Z we are dealing with the components of :eZ(-w) e,(w):, 
:eZ,(-w) eZ,(w):, and :eZ(-w) e,,(w):. The components of these first two are 
only integral, while the last are only semi-integral. The Lie brackets of the 
first two types with themselves have already been done in (3.69), and 
:eZ(-w) eZ(w): wk $, 1 
dw o :eZs(-w,) eZ,(wo): wk - 
I 
=O, (3.76) 
Cl WO 
because all contractions are zero. For k E Z, t E II + 4 we have Lie brackets 
[J 
dwo c :eZ(-w) eZ(w): wk $, J :e,(-w,) e,,(w,): wt - 
Cl w 0 I 
= T22( 1 - (-l)k) I, :e,(-w,) e,,(w,): wt+‘+ (3.77) 
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:e,,(-w) eZJ(w): wk $, j dW0 :eZ(-w,) e,,(w,): wb - 
Cl w 0 I 
= F22( 1 - (-l)k) I, :e,(-w,) e,,(w,): wit f 2. (3.78) 
If k, t E Z + 1 we have the anticommutator 
[, 
c:e,(-w) eZ,(w): wk $, J dwo :e,(-wo) e,,(w,): wb - 
Cl 1 wo t 
= f2j ((-l)-’ :eZ(-wo) eZ(wo): 
c 
+ (-l)k :eZ,(-wo) e,,(w,):) wit’ 2 + 4k(-l)k 6,.-,. (3.79) 
We have established our first main theorem. 
THEOREM A. Let Z = Z or Z + i, and let A, (Z”) be the associative 
algebra with generators (3.2) and relations (3.3), and let V,(Z’) be the 
representation space of A,(Z*‘) generated by a vacuum vector v. (see 
paragraph containing (3.14)). 
(a) For S = Z, Z’ or f Z we have the extension Az(Z’) of A,(Z’) 
obtained by adjoining the Clifsord algebra generators (3.5), and we have the 
extension V”,(Z’) of V, (Z’) obtained by tensoring with Clifford 
module V(S). 
Then the identity operator and the homogeneous components of generating 
functions :u(w) v(w):, u, v E a, represent a closed Lie algebra of operators on 
V*(Z’). Each of the three extensions obtained by also including the 
components of :u(w) es(w):, and :e,(w) ez,(w): for S = jZ, represents a 
closed algebra of operators on V”,(Z’). 
(b) For S = Z, Z’, or $ Z we have the extension A:(Z’) of A -t (Z’) 
obtained by adjoining the Cltflord, Weyl, or Cll@ord-Weyl algebra (3.52), 
and we have the extension V”,(Z’) of V,(Z’) obtained by tensoring with 
appropriate module V(S). 
Then the identity operator and the homogeneous components of gener- 
ating functions :ul(w) v*(w):, :u,(w) v,(-w):, :u,(w) v2(-w):, u,, v, E a,, 
u2, vz E a,, represent a closed Lie algebra of operators on V*(Z’). Each of 
the three extensions obtained by also including the components of 
q(w) e,(w):, :u2(-w) es(w):, :es(-w) es(w):, :es(w) es(-w): represents a 
closed algebra of operators on Vt(Z’). 
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4. IDENTIFICATION OF AFFINE ALGEBRAS 
In this section we will review the root systems of the classical afline 
Kac-Moody algebras [6] and use the calculations of Section 3 to identify the 
algebras we have constructed. 
The classical afftne algebras will be organized into three series, the 
orthogonal series Dj”, BI”, O{yl, the symplectic series Ci”, B”‘(0, I), 
C’*‘(1 + 1), and the general linear series A $:’ 1, A$:‘, A’*‘(O, 21- 1), 
Ac4)(0, 21). There are for each of these algebras two natural gradations 
according to which endpoint of the Dynkin diagram corresponds to the 
affine simple root a,,. This choice determines the finite-dimensional algebra g 
whose Dynkin diagram is that which remains when the affine point is 
removed. One way to obtain this grading and the corresponding root-space 
decomposition is to adjoin a derivation d to the affine algebra. This 
derivation acts as zero on the finite-dimensional algebra g, and acts as 1 or 4 
on the a0 root-space determined by convenience. 
TABLE VII 
The Orthogonal Series 
0’“(21+ 1) 1 
B”’ 
I . ..- 
0 e-1 e 
a, = d- c, - E?, a, = 8, - Ed ,..., a,-, = c,_, -q, a, = c, 
A=(nd~~~,nd~(~~~~~).rnd/l~i,j~I,i<j, 
nEh,O#mEZ} 
oy21+ 1) 
l-1 
Bj2’ ” Bj” 
-... 
0 1 e 
a,=$-tz,,a,=~,-~2 ,..., a,_,=E,-,-E,,al=&~-l+Ej 
d=(ndi(~~f~~),(nti)df~,,mdll~i,j~I, 
i<j,nEZ,O#mEZ} 
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TABLE VIII 
The Symplectic Series 
spy24 -...- 
0 1 e-1 e 
C”’ 
I 
osp”‘( 1, 21) 
B”‘(0, I) 
osp’y 1,21) 
B’*‘(O, I) =. 
B”‘(0, I) 
ospy2, 21) 
cy1+ 1) 
a, = d- 2c,, a, = c, - Em ,..., a,-, = cl-, - E,, a, = 26, 
A=(nd~((~,rt~,),nd~2~,,mdIl~i,j(I,i<j, 
nEH,O#mEH) 
-*** - 
0 1 e-1 e 
ao=d-2c,,a,=E,-~1,...,a,-,=e,-,-e,,a,=~, 
A = (nd f et, nd + 2c,, nd k (Q f E,), md 1 1 < i, j < 1, 
i<j,nEZ,O#mEE) 
--.. - 
0 1 P-1 P 
a,=$&& I, a, = c, r e2 ,..., a,-, = q=, -El, a, = 25 
A=(nd~(~~f~~),nd*2~~,(n+i)d~~~,mdI l(i,j(l, 
i<j,nEB,O#mEZ} 
- . . . - 
0 1 P-l c 
a,=+&b- ,,a, =cl TEE,..., a,- L= El- 1 - II, a, = E, 
A=(ndf(~~f~,),nd~2~~,~ndi~~,~md~l~i,j~l, 
i<j,nEZ,OfmEZ) 
Let {hi,..., h,) be an orthonormal basis of the Cartan subalgebra h of g 
with respect to the invariant form as chosen in Section 2. The dual basis of 
h* is denoted {E 1 ,..., cl}. The Cartan subalgebra fi of the extended affine 
algebra f will have basis (h, ,..., h,, c, d} such that 
0 = (II,, c) = (h,, d) = (c, c) = (d, d), 1 = (c, d) (4.1) 
with respect to the extended invariant form. We denote the dual basis of 
&*by 
{E 1 )...) El ) F, 2). (4.2) 
In Tables VII-IX, we give the simple roots, root system, and Dynkin 
diagram for the distinguishable gradations of the three series of classical 
affine algebras. An open circle in the Dynkin diagram indicates a super 
simple root. To assist in visualizing these root systems, we also give in 
Figs. l-3 corresponding schematic root diagrams in which the super roots 
are indicated by an open circle. 
The dimension of each root-space is one, except for the roots md, 
0 # m E Z, whose multiplicity is 1. Note that the special linear series differs 
TABLE IX. The General Linear Series 
(a) gl”‘(21) 
gP’(1, 21) 
A yo, 21- 1) 
gP’(21+ 1) 
A@’ 21 
gP’(1, 21f 1) 
A@‘(O, 21) 
(b) g1’*‘P) 
A ‘2’ 21-I 
gP( 1, 21) 
A’4’(0, 21- 1) 
gP’(21+ 1) 
A ‘2’ 21 
gP’(1,21+ 1) 
A14’(0, 21) 
6) Lv’(4 
A”’ l-1 
1 
> ,- 
. . . 
P-3 
a, = d- E, - Ed, a, = Ed - Ed ,..., a,-, = c,-, - El, a, = 2E, 
d={nd~(~,i~,),2ndf2&,,mdllgi,j~I, 
i<j,nEP,OfmEH} 
1 
>- 
. . . 
0 P-1 P 
a,=&&, -cZ,a,=E, -E2 ,..., a,-, =E,,, -El,a,=E, 
A=(fId~E,,nd+(&,fE,),2nd~2Ei,mdIl<i,j<l, 
i<j,nEZ,OfmEZ] 
- ..- - 
0 1 F-l P 
a,=&E , , a, = E, -_E* ,..., a,-, = El-, - E,, a, = 2c, 
A={nd~(&if~j),2ndf2&i,(n+~)d~~i,md~l~i,j~l, 
i<j,nEZ,OfmEL} 
--.. - 
0 1 F-1 P 
I- 
a,=id-E,,a,=c,--_EZ ,..., a,-,=c,-,-c,,a,=E, 
A=(nd~(~,~&,),2ndf2&~,fnd~~~,fmd~l~i,j~l, 
i<j.nEZ,OfmEL) 
m . . . P-1 
0 1 --c P 
a,=&2E ,,a,=&,-62 I... ,C$,=E,-,--E/,a,=E,-,+E, 
A = (nd k (cl f Ed), (2n + 1) d f 2~,, md 1 1 < i, j < 1, 
i<j,nEE,O#mEH} 
- . . . 
0 1 
a,=+d-&,,a, =E,-Ed ,..., (f,-, =E,-,-El,-a,=&,-, +E, 
A = {nd f (E, f E,), (2n + 1) d f 2E,, (n + i) d + E,, 
md~l~i,j~l,i<j,nEH,O#mEZ) 
- . . . s 
0 1 F-l P 
a, = d- 25, a, = E, - E2 ,..., a,-, = E,-, -&,, a, = E, 
A = {nd k El, nd f (Ed f Ed), (2n + 1) d f  2&[, 
m~~l<i,j~l,i<j,nEH,O#mEh} 
-... - 
0 1 F-1 P 
.0=$-E ~,a, =-El -E2,..., a,--l=E,-,-E,,a,=E, 
A={indkE,,nd+(E,kE,),(2n+l)d+2~,, 
trndll <i,j<l,i<j,nEP,OfmEE) 
& 
12 p-2 p-1 
a0 = d - E, + E,, a, = EJ - E2 ,..., a,-, =E,-, -E, 
A=(ndk(tz,-~,),md)l<i,j<l,i<j,n~Z,O#m~iZ} 
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FIG. 1. The orthogonal series. 
from our general linear series by having multiplicity l- 1 in each (2n + 1) d 
root-space, n E Z. Representations of the special linear series can be 
obtained from our general linear representations by taking the space of 
vacuum (highest weight) vectors for the infinite-dimensional Heisenberg 
algebra coming from the extra dimension in each (2n + 1) 2 root-space. 
Recall the bases which were chosen for the finite-dimensional algebras and 
the notation given at the end of Section 2 in formulas (2.5)-(2.10). The first 
type of construction we gave in Section 3 was based on the generating 
functions :u(w) v(w):, where :uv: E g with g = o(21) in the fermionic case 
and g = ~~(21) in the bosonic case. We then identify hi = *:aia:: in the 
Cartan subalgebra h of g with 
h,(O) = f j 
C 
:a,(w) up(w): $ (4.3) 
in the Cartan subalgebra 6 of the afftne algebra 4. Then (3.34) shows that we 
have constructed a representation of o”‘(21) in which central element c acts 
as +l in the fermionic case, and a representation of ~~“‘(22) in which c acts 
as -1 in the bosonic case. 
f 
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FIG. 2. The symplectic series. 
The next construction we gave extended these algebras by allowing 
:uv: E g, where g = 0(21+ 1) in the fermionic case and g = B(0, r) in the 
bosonic case. For the new short root vectors :ue: the generating functions 
:u(w)e,(w): gave only integral components. Formulas (3.39) and (3.40) 
show that the resulting algebra is of type I?!” in the fermionic case and 
B”‘(0, f) in the bosonic case. If, instead, we use the functions XL(W) e,,(w): 
so that short roots are only on the semi-integral levels, then (3.43) and (3.44) 
show that we obtained Bi” and B”‘(O, I). Finally, the largest extension of the 
series obtained by using :u(w) e,,,,(w): and q.(w)e,,(w): has the root 
system of Di$', in the fermionic case and that of C’*‘(I + 1) in the bosonic 
case. We have obtained purely fermionic constructions of the orthogonal 
series and purely bosonic constructions of the symplectic series. Note that 
since gl”‘(Z) is contained in 0”‘(21), and ~~“‘(21) we have obtained both 
fermionic and bosonic constructions for type Ajt’, . We will show in 
Section 5 that the restriction of these representations to gl”‘(Z) has a simple 
decomposition into irreducible components. 
The second type of construction we gave in Section 3 was based on the 
generating functions :uI(w) u2(w):, :f.f,(w) u,(-w):, :q(w) 0*(-w): for 
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Levels : 
(2) 
*2!+-1 
.-i. k 2 3'2 .$.* +,=-1 
*2e-1 (2) x l -$ x i, = 1 
(2) 
*2e Ac4)(0,2&l) 
,+=+k 
iI = -1 
x*+*x 
?I = 1 
FIG. 3. The general linear series. 
ul, uI E a,, ul, u2 E a*. From (3.54) we see that the components of functions 
q(w) u,?(w): for 1 < i, j < 1 and f 1 represent gl”‘(l). Using (3.55) and 
(3.56) and we find the roots corresponding to the components of 
:uj(w) uk(-w): and x?(w) Q$(---w):. We get 
= (6, + Mhi) I, q(w,) ak(-wo): 4 2
and 
[ 1 h,(O), 
dwo c :q+Ywo> m-wcl): 4 y-1 
4&j + EJ(ht) I, dwo = :ujyw,) uk*(-wo): W;F 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
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and 
= (ej - Q(hi) I, :aj(wo) a;(wJ: wf,$ (4.6) 
for 1 < i,j, k Q I. Later we will define the operator which represents 
derivation d and show that its bracket with these integrals gives them back 
with eigenvalue t. Before we compare this information with the root systems 
of A $’ I in Tables IX (a), (b) and Fig. 3, we note that some components of 
our generating functions are zero. We have by the use of Lemmas 2 and 8(b), 
I, :Uj(W) Uj(-W): W’ ~= * I, :Uj(-W) Uj(W): W’ 5 
= rr(-l)‘!‘, :uj(w) uj(-w): w’ f 
and the same for a,? in place of uj. This says that these components are 0 
when ~(-1)’ = 1, that is, the long roots td f 2~~ only occur on even levels 
when *II = -1 and on odd levels when l tl = 1. We have shown that the 
algebra gI’*‘(21) of type A$‘i has both fermionic and bosonic constructions. 
We next considered the extensions of this algebra obtained by adjoining 
the components of the functions q(w) e,(w):, :u2(-w) e,(w):, 
:es(-w) e,(w):, :es(w) es(-w): for u, E a,, u,E a2 and S=Z or Z’. If 
S = Z, the first two have only integral components, but if S = Z’, they have 
only semi-integral components. Also note that Lemma 9(c) shows the 
individual components of :eJ-w) es(w): are multiples of those of 
:e,(w)e,(-w):, so we really needed only one of these. (For the largest 
extension, however, when S = 4 Z, we will need both.) In fact, using 
Corollary 6 and Lemma 9(c), we lind 
I, :es(w) es(-w): w' -f$ = - (-l)-' I, :es(w) es(--w): w' $ (4.8) 
for t E Z; so this function has only odd integral components. 
Using (3.58), (3.59), we find 
[ J hi(O), 
dwo 
:uj(wo) e,(w,): wk - 
C WO I 
= Ej(h*) jc 
dw 0 
:a,(wd es(wo): ~'0 -y 
w 0 
(4.9) 
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[ J 
h,(O), 
dW0 
:uJ*(-w,) e,(w,): wb - c 
w 0 I 
dW0 = --Ej(h J i, :uj*(-w,) e,(w,): wk -, 
w 0 
and clearly we have 
[ J 
hlK% :e,(-w,) es(wo): wk - dwo =o 
c w  0 1 * 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
We have seen in (3.64~(3.66) that we should use [. , a] TsgnCSJ as the 
operation between these new short root vectors. If S = Z, f sgn(S) = fz so 
they are super roots if fz = -I and Lie roots if fz = 1 as shown in Fig. 3. If 
S = Z’, F sgn(S) = fr, and they are super roots when fr = 1, Lie roots when 
fz = -1. When +z = -1 the algebra we have constructed has root system of 
type A’*‘(0 2f- 1) if S = Z A 
system of t;pe A 
(4) if S = Z’. When fz = 1, we get the root 
$’ if S = Z: A ;!(O, 21- 1) if S = Z’. Of course, because of 
the isomorphisms g1’*‘(21+ 1) z glC4’(2Z + 1) and gl’*‘(l, 21) z glC4’(1, 21) we 
have only constructed two algebras, but each has both fermionic and bosonic 
constructions. 
The largest extension was obtained by using S = i L. For the functions 
:u,(w) es(w): and :u2(-w) e,(w):, we have short roots on both integral and 
semi-integral levels, but they retain the Lie or super status they had in the 
last construction. As expected, we found in (3.70) and (3.71) that the Lie 
bracket is used between a Lie and a super root vector. From Lemma 9(c), we 
see that this algebra contains the components of :e,(-w) e,(w):, 
:eZ,(-w) e,,(w):, and :eZ(-w) e,,(w):. The first two give Lie root vectors on 
integral levels, and the third gives super root vectors on semi-integral levels. 
This is consistent with the use of [. , a] *L in (3.72) and (3.74) and with the 
use of [s, +lrl in (3.73) and (3.75). We have obtained fermionic and bosonic 
constructions of glt4’(1, 21+ l), the algebra of type AC4’(0, 21). 
Thus, we have in our second main theorem the identifications of the 
algebras constructed in Theorem A. 
THEOREM B. The algebras constructed in Theorem A(a) are those of the 
orthogonal series in the fermionic case and the symplectic series in the 
bosonic case. Figures 1 and 2 correspond to the diagram of representation 
spaces 
(4.12) 
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The algebras constructed in Theorem A(b) are those of the general linear 
series. In case fl = -1, we get the series of Table IX(a) shown on the upper 
halves of Fig. 3, while for fl = 1 we get the series of Table IX(b) shown on 
the lower halves of Fig. 3. 
5. THE VIRASORO ALGEBRAS AND IRREDUCIBILITY 
Every highest weight representation of each affme algebra can be extended 
to a semidirect product with the Virasoro algebra by means of the Segal 
operators [2]. These provide projective representations of the extensions of 
the affrne algebras by the derivations d(n) = t”+ ‘(d/dt), so that d = d(0). The 
Virasoro algebra plays an important role in the dual resonance models of 
physics (see references in [3]). For the bosonic and fermionic constructions 
we have given of the classical affme algebras. the Segal operators 
considerably simplify. In the first part of this section, we will prove identities 
for the Segal operators. In the second part of this section, we will use those 
identities to find the irreducible components of each representation we have 
constructed. 
Let us consider first the operators which will act on V,(Z’) in the Dj” 
and Cj” cases. Recall that 
hi(w) = k:a;(w) a:(w): for 1 <i< 1 (5.1) 
defines the components hi(m), m E Z, which generate a Heisenberg algebra, 
[hi(m), hi(n)] = *mJi,ia,,,-,. (5.2) 
Let us introduce the notation 
X:(W) = :ai(W) a?(w):, 
xi”?(w) = :ai”(w) u/y,): 
xii(w) = :ai(w) a,i(w):, 
for 1 < i, j ,< I, 
(5.3) 
and the new bosonic normal ordering 
x04 y(n) if n > m, 
f(x(m> y(n) + y(n) x(m)) if n =m, (5.4) 
y(n) 44 if n Cm, 
for x(m), y(n) any components from (5.3). In the fermionic case xii(w) and 
x;,?(w) are identically zero. We will also use the notation 
DiF(W) = :X,*(W) XjF(W)iy Dij(W) = iXfj(W) XTj*(W)i, 
D;j*(w) = ixi”P(w) Xij(W)i. 
(5.5) 
607/56/2-5 
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The Segal operators [2] are defined to be the components of the 
generating function 
L(w) = s :xJw)xxw):, (5.6) 
where the summation runs through basis {x,,} of the finite-dimensional 
subalgebra, o(21) or sp(21), of the affme algebra, o”‘(21) or sp”‘(21), and 
where {xb} is a dual basis, so that (xy, xl.> = 1. If we choose {x,} from 
{xi! = :upj* :, xij = :a,~~:, xi*i* = :a: a?: 1 1 < i, j < I}, (5.7) 
then the invariant form (2.3) determines the dual basis. Note that 
CXi.T, Ji x.*> = +1 and (Xij, Xi”j*) = -1 l 6, (5.8) 
so in the fermionic case 
L+(W)= 21: Di,? + y (D$+DjT)- 2 (Dij+DTj*) (5.9) 
i=l I(i<j(l l<i<j<l 
and in the bosonic case 
L_(W)= ~ Dii* + ~ (Dij* +Dji*)- ~ (Dij+Dli*) 
i=l l<i<j<l l<i<j</ 
- T! 2 (Dii + DTi”)* (5.10) 
It is known [2] that the components L(m), m E Z, form a Virasoro algebra 
on highest weight representations. We will show that in our representations 
L,(w) has a considerable simplification and is a multiple of the Segal 
operator for a much smaller subalgebra. 
For any generating functions u(w), v(w), we define the operator a”, by 
u(w)a”,u(w) = u(w) Wdw u(w) - W-&U(W) v(w), ( d ) ( d ) (5.11) 
so that for fixed w,,, we have 
lim w u(w,) u(w) - u(w> u(wO) = u(w) a”@4 LWO. (5.12) 
w+w(j w  - w, 
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We also wish to denote by x~~*(w)x~~+(w ,,) the contraction such that for 
1 
IWI > I%4 
x,*(w) Xji”(W,) = q(w) ujyw) Uj(WO) afyw,): 
+ X$(W) XjT(w 0). 
Then we have the following special cases of Lemma 7. 
(5.13) 
LEMMA 10. For 1 w( > 1 w, 1, 1 < i, j ,< f, we have 
(a) X,*(W) XjT? o) = (T</(W - W,))(:Uj(W,) Uj*(W): - :Uf(W) UT(Wo):) 
f T2/(w - qJ2, 
(b) t$Jw) xi”j*Cw 0) = (6ij T  l)(t/(w - wO))(:“j(w) uj*(wCl): 
+ :“,(W) ui*(WlJ):) + (6ij T  1)(t2/(w - wO)2)7 
(C) Xi*j*(W) Xij(W 0) = -(6ij ~ l)(r/(W - W,))(:Uj(W,) Uj*(W): 
+ :“i(Wo) u,*(W):) + (6, T  1)(t2/(w - wl))2)Y 
where ( is given in (3.30). 
If x(w) and y(w,) are generating functions from (5.3) we will denote by 
$<_w) JJ(W J the bosonic contraction with respect to (5.4), 
$4 Y(W,o) = X(W>Y(Wo> - ix(w) Y(W,)i. (5.14) 
Note that generaliy the analog of Lemma 2 does not hold for this bosonic 
normal ordering. That is, this bosonic contraction may not equal [x(w), 
y -(w,)]. The contraction may be computed directly from (5.4), but for our 
purposes we only need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 11. For 1wI > IwoI, 1 <i, j< 1 we have 
(4 fiT(w)xjF(W”) + Xjf(W)Xi~(wo) = f2 I (W?(J” 
Cb) xij(w> xi”j*<w,) + xP,*(W) Xij(~o) = 2(Sij T 1) 
(W :J’* 
Proof: From (3.34) or Lemma 10 we have for m,kE Z 
[xi,+), x$(-k)] = f (xi~(m - k) - xjT(m - k) + r&J, 
[Xij(WZ), x:j*(-k)] = (Sij f l)(~i~(m - k) + XjT(m - k) + ma,,)* 
Using definitions (5.4) and (5.14) these give 
Xii*(W) Xji(W,) + XjT(W) Xij*(W~) = C 
L I 
*2ms,kw-*W8 
I I m.ks Z 
m>-k 
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Xii(W) XT:(Wo) + XT?(W) Xij(W0) = 1 _I 
2(Jfj F 1) m8,kw-“wi. 
m,ks Z 
ml-k 
These give the result. 1 
LEMMA 12. For I < i, j < I we have 
(a) IQ(w)+D$(w) = 2:a,(w)aj(w)a~(w)aj*(w): f (:at(w) a”,a)(w): 
+ :aj(W) a,Ui*(W):) l b(l + I), 
(b) Dy(w) +,O;~*(W) = Z:a,(wlaj(w) a?(w) a?(w): 
- (6, T l)(:ai(w) a,ai*(w): + :aj(w) a,aT(w):) + (6, 7 1) a(1 + I). 
Proof. The first equation follows from Lemma 11 (a) where for ( w  1 > 1 w0 1 
we use 
Dii*(W,) + Dji*(Wg) = lim (iXiT(W) XjT(W,)i + iXji*(w) Xii*(wo)i) 
w -two 
= lim 
w  -rwg ( 
(X$(W) Xji*(Wo) + Xii”(W) Xij*(W,) f 2 
(w?.)’ ’ 1 
and then use (5.13) and Lemma 10(a). The second equation is similarly done 
using Lemmas 1 l(b) and 10(b), (c). 1 
PROPOSITION 13. We haue 
L,(W) = r(21 T 1) 2 (:ai(w)5V,aT(w): - $(l + I)). 
i= 1 
In the fermionic case, we have 
L,(w) = (2Z- 1) i D,i*(w), (5.15) 
i=l 
while in the bosonic case we have 
L-(W) = 4(21+ 1) C DiT(W) - i i (D,,(W) + DTT(w)) . (5.16) 
I=1 i=l 
Proof. These follow directly from (5.9), (5.10), and Lemma 12. 1 
Remark. Note that (5.15) says L +(w) is a multiple of the Segal 
generator of the Heisenberg subalgebra 6, while (5.16) says L-(w) is a 
multiple of the Segal generator of the subalgebra generated by the 
Heisenberg and the long root vectors. In the first case the subalgebra is just 
o”‘(2)‘, and in the second case it is sp”‘(2)‘. Since we know that the vertex 
construction for 0:” is based on the Fock space representation of the 
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Heisenberg, it seems reasonable to hope for an analogous construction of 
C{” based on sp”‘(2)‘. The operators representing short root vectors 
analogous to vertex operators should be quite interesting. 
Let us denote for 1 < i < I, 
D,(w) = f +(x2,(w) &a,*(w): - $( 1 + I)) 
=r&(1+1)* x ,y (n-r) :ai(n)a~(k-n):W-k (5.17) 
keZ FEZ 
and 
so that 
ikl 
L*(w) = -2(21 T 1) D(w). 
(5.18) 
(5.19) 
PROPOSITION 14. For I ,< i, j,< 1, k, n E Z, m E Z, we have 
(a) [D,(k), aj(m)] = dij(m + (k/2)) aj(m + k), 
(b) [D,(k), a,?(m)] = aij(m + (k/z))aj*(m + k), 
(c) [D(k), x(n)] = nx(n + k) for x(w) = :u(w) v(w): with u, v E a, 
(d) [D(k), D(n)] = (n -k) D(k + n) f (f/12)(k3 - k) 6k.-,. 
ProoJ The proof is based on the Wick theorem and the calculus of 
residues. For (a), we have 
= 6ij m + $ aj(m + k), 
( 1 
where 
u = ;(:+ w,)(ww,)“* I if Z=L, if Z=Z+i, (5.20) 
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and we denote for u E a 
u(‘)(w) = w-& u(w). (5.2 1) 
The calculation for (b) is identical, and (c) follows from (a) and (b). Up to a 
scalar term (d) follows from (c) and (5.19), but we must be careful to 
determine the scalar term. In fact, the term r(l/l6)( 1 + I) in D(0) is needed 
to get k3 -k rather than k’ + 2k when Z = L. I 
To understand the situation for the extensions of Dj” and Cj” 
corresponding to S = Z and S = Z’ we must return to the Segal operators. 
First we should extend the notations (5.3) by adding 
dw) = q(w) e,(w):, x:(w) = :a,*(~) es(w): (5.22) 
for 1 < i < 1. We should still use the bosonic normal ordering (5.4) if x(m) is 
a component from (5.3) and y(n) is a component from (5.22). But if x(m) 
and y(n) are both components from (5.22), then (3.40) shows that we should 
use 
x(m) v(n) if n > m, 
ix(m>v(n)i = i@(m) y(n) f y(n) x(m)) if n = m, (5.23) 
*v(n) 44 if n < m. 
Let D,,(W) = AXE, X,$,(W):, D,*,(W) = :X;(W) xie(w)t be added to (5.5). TO 
extend the set (5.7), add xie = :a,e:, xi*, = :afe: for 1 < i < 1, and then note 
that the invariant form (2.3) gives 
(x ie, Xj$) = +26, and (x,$ Xie) = 26,. (5.24) 
Remember that the invariant form is supersymmetric (2.4) in the bosonic 
case. This gives the generating function for the Segal operators 
for S=Z or S=Z’. 
LEMMA 15. For [WI > IwJ, 1 <i,j<l, S=Z or Z’ we have 
(a) xie(w)xi*,<w J = T(t/(w - WJ) dips(w) es(wJ: 
+ (<J(W - Wg)) 2:ai(w) uj*(wiJ): + 26ij(ttSl(w - wO)2)~ 
(b) 2$(w) xj,(w 0) = - (C/(W - ~0)) dij:es(w) esh>: 
+ (tS/(w - wCl)) 2:aF(w) aj(wO): f 26ij(ttS/(w - wO)2)9 
where t and & are given in (3.30) and Lemma l(c). 
(5.25) 
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We must define the following expressions to compactly express the next 
result. Let 
i 
W WO if S =Z, 
q = f(w + wo)(wwo)1’2 if S=Z’, (5.26) 
ww, + i(w + w,)(ww,)“* if S=$z. 
Let 
X(W)Y(Wo) = x(w)v(wo) - iX(W)Y(Wo~ (5.27) 
be the appropriate type of contraction with respect to (5.23) for x(w) and 
y(wo) from (5.22). 
LEMMA 16. For IwI > Iw,I, 1 <i</ we have 
Xip(W)X~(wo) f X~(W)Xfe(W”)=4tj/(W - WO)‘. 
I L 
Proo$ From (3.40), (3.44), or Lemma 15 we have for m,k E Z + S, 
S=Zor S=Z’, 1 <i,j<l, 
[xi,(m), x$(-k)] T = 2(x,*(m - k) + mJijarnk). 
Using definitions (5.23) and (5.27) with j = i one finds that 
Xie(W) xiZ<w,o> f xi”,(w> xie(wO) = x 4md,k~-mwt. 
m,koZtS 
m>-k 
Then the result follows from the formulas 
(5.28) 
and 
,zE, (p + ;) (:)p+“2 = (w ;(;“;;)“2. 1 (5.29) 
LEMMA 17. For 1 < i, j < I, S = 2, Z’, we have 
Die(W) f Di*,(W) = f :es(w) a^,e,(w): 
-2:ai(w)&qyw):+ (qq(l +SZgn(S)). 
Proof. The method of Lemma 12 gives this result using Lemmas 15 and 
16 and 
J’-“,, 4 ((yo;*) = (Jg) (l+ s2gn(S)). I (5.30) 
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PROPOSITION 18. For S = Z or Z’, we have 
1 l+z 
LS,(w) = -4/D(w) f +- :es(w) Zwe,(w): t T 
( 1 
4 w(S). 
Let us denote for S = Z or Z’, 
D:(W) = f f :e,(w)a”,e,(w): f sgn(S) 4 ( 
l-k1 
( 1) 
=-sgn(S) (G) ‘zz zs (n-r) :e(n)e(k-n):rv-k, (5.31) 
so that for S = Z or Z’ 
Ls,(w) = -41@(w) t D;(w)) = -4W(w). (5.32) 
PROPOSITION 19. For 1 <j < I, k E Z, S = Z, Z’, we have 
(a) [D:(k), ai( = 0 = [D:(k), uj*(m)] for m E Z, 
@I 
1 
( 1 
m-t+- e(mtk) for m E S, 
PiW, 441 = o 
for m E S’, 
(c) [P(k), x(n)] = nx(n + k) for x(w) = a(w) v(w):, u, v E a, n E Z, 
or for x(w) = :u(w) e,(w):, n E Z t S, 
(d) [IIS( D”(n)] = (n - k)DS(k t n) f (1/12)(k3 - k) 6,,-, for 
nE z. 
The generating function for the largest extension corresponding to S = {Z 
is larger than (5.25) because of the root vectors coming from 
x,,(w) = :eZ(w) e,,(w): (5.33) 
The normal ordering ix,,(m) x,,(n):, m, n E Z t f , is the bosonic one (5.4) 
because of (3.50). Letting 
D,,(w) = ix,,(w) &(W)i, (5.34) 
we find the generating function for S = f Z to be 
L y’ ‘(W) = L*(W) + t C (Die(W) f Di*,(W)) T  aD,,(W)* (5.35) 
i=l 
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LEMMA 20. For 1 w ) > 1 w, I, we have 
-L(w) dw 0) = *2 & :e,,(w) eZl(wo): 
0 
6. *2z’ :e,(w) e,(w,): - 4t;, rz ’ 
w  - w. (w - w,)2 - 
From (3.50) or Lemma 20, we have 
be&4 xee(-k)l = -47&I, (5.36) 
for m, k E 2 + 4, which gives 
LEMMA 21. For / wl > / wol, we have the bosonic contraction with respect 
to (5.4) 
%v(w> x,,e(wo> = -4 
(w + wo)(wwo) 1’2 =-4 rz rz, 
2(w - way (w - wo)2 * 
LEMMA 22. We have 
D,,(w) = r(:e,(w) gwe,(w): + :e,,(w) Zwe,,(w):). 
PROPOSITION 23. We have 
L y”(w) = (-4f T 2)@(w) + DE(w) + D:‘(w)). 
If we define D 1’2z(w) = D(w) + D;(w) + D;‘(w) and D;“‘(w) = D;(w) + 
D;‘(w), then we have an analog of Proposition 19 for S = 121. 
It is straightforward technical work to modify what we have done above 
for the general linear series. For example, in (5.3) we should use 
xii(w) = q(w) aj(-w):, xi*jyw) = :afyw) q-w>: (5.37) 
according to (3.21)-(3.23), and the normal orderings we use must be 
appropriate. The final results, however, are quite analogous to those we have 
obtained above. 
We can use the above results to find the irreducible components of the 
representation spaces V,(Z’), V:(Z’). We will follow the idea of the proof 
in [2]. From Lemma 13 we see that each D,(w) is a linear combination of 
the identity operator, D,,*(w), Dii(W), and D::(W). But the components of 
these generating functions consist of operators from the afftne algebra, so the 
components of D,(w) preserve irreducible subspaces of V+(Z’). 
The operators D(n) provide a projective representation of the derivations 
d(n) = t” + ‘(d/d) according to Proposition 14. If we only adjoin the 
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operators D,(O), 1 < i 6 1, then we get an abelian extension which gives us a 
group of operators on V,(Z) with generators 
ui(t) = e(~~i(O>), 7E iR, (5.38) 
where e(r) = exp(2rrir). These still preserve each irreducible component of 
V+(Z). From Proposition 14(a), (b) we have 
U,(7) Uj(m) U](-7) = Uj(m) e(6ijm7); (5.39) 
and similarly for a,?(m). It follows that for x,(k), i #j, the operator 
Xij(k, 7) = U,(7) X,(k) Ui(-7) = )J :Ui(m) Uj(k - m): e(mz) (5.40) 
f?lEZ 
also preserves each irreducible component of V,(Z). The same is true of 
operators 
Xii*(ky 7) = 2 :Ui(m) Ui*(k - m): e(m7) (5.41) 
mtZ 
and 
xTj+(k, 7) = )J :u:(m) ui*(k - m): e(m7) (5.42) 
i?ZEZ 
for i #‘j. Let x(k, r) be any one of these three types, and consider the 
operator 
I 
1 
x(k, z) e(-m7) dt. (5.43) 
0 
The representation space V= V*(Z’) is graded into finite-dimensional 
subspaces under the action of d, 
v=c vi, (5.44) 
j 
where Vj is the j-eigenspace of d. Then we see that 
X(k 7, * vj c Vj+k 7 (5.45) 
so (5.43) does the same. 
This shows that (5.43) is a well-defined operator on V, which preserves 
irreducible components of V. But (5.43) provides the Fourier coefficients of 
X(/C, r), that is, the individual terms :u,(m) u,(k - m):, :ui(m) u,*(k - M):, and 
:u,*(m)u,*(k-m): for 1 <i#jQ 1, kE Z, m E Z. This implies that any 
irreducible component of V,,(Z’) is preserved by the even part of A + (Z”), 
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so that (3.17) is the irreducible decomposition of V+((z’). This argument 
also works in the general linear case with generating functions (3.21)-(3.23). 
The situation for the extensions corresponding to S = Z, Z’ and 4 Z is 
slightly different. As before, we see that the operators 
xie(k, 5, = u[(z) xi,(k) ui(-5), (5.46) 
xi*,(k> t, = Ui(7) X,*,(k) Ui(-T), (5.47) 
and 
i 
I 
x(k, z) e(-mT) dr (5.48) 
0 
preserve irreducible components of V”,(Z’). But (5.48) provides us with the 
terms :a,(m)e(k - m): and :a,*(m) e(k - m): for 1 <i< 1, m E Z, kE Z, 
Z + i, or 4 Z depending on S. If e(0) is present in any of these terms, then 
the even and odd subspaces of V: (Z’) will not be irreducible. When S = 4 H, 
e(0) is definitely present, but for S = Z or Z’ it is present when 0 E S. The 
same situation holds for the extensions in the general linear series. 
THEOREM C. Let V”,(Z’) be the appropriate representation space of an 
afine algebra from the orthogonal, symplectic, or general linear series, 
S=#, z, Z’, f Z. Then V”,(Z’) is irreducible when 0 E S, but has two 
irreducible components (the even and odd subspaces) when 0 G S. In each 
space the central element c acts as +I in the fermionic constructions and -1 
in the bosonic constructions. 
Finally, we wish to discuss the decomposition of the representation spaces 
V,(Z’) under gl”‘(1) which occurs inside each of 0”‘(21), sp”‘(21), and 
glc2’(21). It has as basis the components of :ui(w) v*(w): for u, E a,, v2 E a, 
along with the identity operator. The irreducible components of V,(Z’) 
under gl”‘(1) must be preserved by the operators a,(n) a?(m) for 1 < i, j < 1, 
n, m E Z. From (4.3) we see that 
[hi(O), aj(n>l = Jrjaj(n> 
and 
[hi(O), a,+(n)] = -6;jaT(n); (5.49) 
so that if we define 
h(O) = 1 hi(O), 
i=l 
(5.50) 
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then 
and 
[h(O), ujyn)] = -ai*( 
Also, we see that for each i, 1 < i < I, we have 
h,(O) * uo = f 
1+2 
( 1 
- 
4 u,; 
(5.5 1) 
(5.52) 
(5.53) 
so if h(O) is applied to a monomial expression 
from V,(Z’), we obtain 
h(O).u= (s-t*l(y) u. (5.55) 
Let us denote by Vk,(Z’), k E Z, the eigenspace of vectors u satisfying 
(5.55) with s - t = k. Each of these is clearly preserved and irreducible under 
the operators u,(n) u:(m). 
THEOREM D. The representation space V,(Z’) has the irraitdde 
decomposition 
V*(Z’) = c V”,(Z’) 
k72 
(5.56) 
under @‘l’(l), where V\(Zl) is the (k i l( 1 + t)/4)-eigenspuce of the opemtor 
h(O) = f Cf= 1 Lz :ui(n) a?(-n): from the Curtun subalgebra. 
6. IDENTIFICATION OF IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS 
AND THEIR CHARACTERS 
To identify the irreducible representations we have constructed we must 
first discuss the fundamental weights and the simple root vectors for each 
algebra. The Cartan subalgebra 6 is the same in each series, having basis 
{h,(O),..., h,(O), c, d}. These elements of the afline algebra are represented by 
the operators 
h,(O) = f c :q(n) a,*(-n):, l<i<l, (6.1) 
PZEZ 
c=+l, (6.2) 
D(0) = rl 
( 1 
g *ix n:u,(n) a?(-n): 
l=l nez 
(6.3) 
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on V,(Z’). In the extensions V”,(Z’) for S = Z, Z’, or 4 Z, D(0) is replaced 
by 
P(0) = D(O)T$ x me(n) e(-n):. 
nlzs 
Note that we have for vacuum vector u,,, 
F-4 1 
D(0) * uo = P(O) * u, = rl 
1+2 ( 1 16 UO, 
which together with (5.53) and (6.2) says that u. has weight 
+F f 1((1 + 1)/16) d zt ((1 + 1)/4)@, + ... + E,) in terms of basis (4.2) of h*. 
The fundamental weights 
{&I, 6, ,-**, &} (6.6) 
are elements of &* determined up to a multiple of d by the conditions 
2(&i, aj> _ 6 
(aj, aj) - ‘j’ 
O<i,j<l. (6.7) 
We give in Table X the fundamental weights for the algebras from 
Tables VII-IX. 
TABLE X 
Fundamental Weights 
A’” I-I 
D”’ 
&’ 
B12’ 
D:2’ 
1+1 
cj” 
B”‘(0, I) 
B”‘(0, 1) 
P(1 + 1) 
A::‘,@) 
A::‘,(b) 
A”‘(0, 21- 1) 
Ac4’(0, 21- 1) 
A (4) 
,::, 
A”‘(O, 21)(a) 
A’4’(0, 22)(b) 
(n,,..., n l-,)=(l,l ,..., l)withw, ,..., ~,~,oftypeA,-, 
n,) = (1, 1,2,2 ,..., 2, 1, 1) with w, ,..., w, of type D, 
~~~::::~n,)=(1,1,2,2 ,..., 2,2,l)witho ,,..., w,oftypeB, 
(no ,...1 n,) = (1,2, 2, 2 ,..., 2, 1, 1) with o, ,..., w, of type D, 
(n 0 ,..., n,) = (1, 2, 2, 2 ,..., 2, 2, 1) with o, ,..., w, of type B, 
(n ,, ,..., n,) = (2, 2, 2, 2 ,..., 2, 2, 2) with w, ,..., w, of type C, 
(n 0 ,..., n,) = (2, 2, 2, 2 ,..., 2, 2, 1) with o, ,..., w, of type B(0, I) 
(n 0 ,..., n,) = (1, 2, 2, 2 ,..., 2, 2, 2) with w, ,..., w, of type C, 
(n cl,“‘, n ) - (1,2,2, 2 ,..., 2,2, 1) with w, ,..., w, of type B(0, I) 1  
(n ,, ,..., n,) = (1, 1, 2, 2 ,..., 2, 2, 2) with o1 ,..., UJ, of type C, 
(n 0 ,..., n,) = (2, 2, 2, 2 ,..., 2, 1, 1) with o, ,..., w, of type D, 
(n O,..., n,) = (1, 1, 2, 2 ,..., 2, 2, 1) with w, ,..., wI of type B(0, I) 
(n ,, ,..., n,) = (1, 2, 2, 2 ,..., 2, 1, 1) with w, ,..., wI of type D, 
(n,,..., n,) = (1,2,2,2 ,..., 2.2, 2) with w, ,..., w, of type C, 
(n O,“‘, n ) - (2,2,2,2 ,..., 2,2, 1) with w, ,..., w, of type B, ,  
(n, ,..., n,) = (1, 2, 2, 2 ,..., 2, 2, 1) with wI ,..., w, of type B(0, I) 
(n ,, ,..., n,) = (1, 2, 2, 2 ,..., 2, 2, 1) with w, ,..., wI of type B, 
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TABLE XI 
Identification of Irreducible Representation 
Spaces for the Orthogonal Series 
D”’ I P+(L’), uo, 4 - U/8) d 
v:(Z'), a:(O) v,,, 6,-, - (l/8) d 
v"+ ((L + 1,',, ug 3 9, 
v+((Z + i)'), a,(-+, ug, 8, - ;d 
@I' 
S'=Z 
V~(L'),u,, d,- (1/8)d 
V:+"y(L + f)'), vo, Go 
vf+"y(z + $)'),a,(-;) uo, 6, - 42 
B'z' 
s'= Z' 
V~+"2~o(Zf), u,,, 8, - (l/8) d 
vH,+1'2*'(Zf), a,?(O) u,,, 8,-, - (I/8) d 
Vf(@ + #x v,, 60 
0'2' ,+1 V:/2"(L'), u,,, 8, - (l/8) d 
S=fZ V:/'"((Z + f,'), vo,~o 
We write 
1 
W()=tZ,C, cci=n,c+oi, l<i<l, (6.8) 
where w1 ,..., w1 are the fundamental weights of a finite-dimensional algebra 
from Table V. 
From (2.10) and the choices of simple roots in Tables VII-IX, we get the 
simple root vectors for each algebra. These allow us to find the highest 
TABLE XII 
Identification of Irreducible Representation Spaces 
for the Symplectic Series 
C"' I VW'), vo, -+&,+(1/8)d 
v'(F), a;(o) ug, G,-, - ;h, + W3) 2 
P((b + f,'), uo, 44 
V1((7 + f)'), a,(-$) ug, -;cG, + G, + jd 
B"'(0, I) V"(O, 00, -c$ + (l/8) d 
s=z vB+"y(z + i)'), uo, -{Go 
v~+"y(z + i)'), a,(-+) oo, -;ci& t 9, + id 
B"'(0, I) v~+"*,~(.z'), vo, -& + (1/8)d 
S=Z' vB+"*J(z'), a,?(O) LJ,,, 8,_, - @, + (l/8) 2 
VH((Z + #), 00, -0, 
P(I + 1) V!!‘“(P), ug, -4, + (l/S) d 
S=fZ V'/'Z((Z + f)'), vg, -cc0 
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TABLE XIII 
Identification of Irreducible Representation Spaces 
for the General Linear Series 
A (2) 
21-L 
+r=-1 
AC2'(0, 21- 1) 
s=z 
A'yo, 21- 1) 
S=Z’ 
A$’ 
s=z 
A’41 t, 
s = Z’ 
Ac4'(0, 21) 
S=fZ 
P(Z’), ug, -tc2, + (l/8) d 
v'(Z'), a:(O) v,,, 6,-, - +B, + (l/8) d 
v"+((H + i)'), VOl~i, 
V!+((Z +$'),a,(-1)v,,&-fd 
vf+"y(Z + i)'), v(), Go 
V:+y(E + f)'), a,(-+) vo, 6, - jd 
VW), 00, -6, + (l/8) d 
Vf+"2.0(Z'), v,,, 6, - (l/8) d 
vf+"2k'(Z'), a:(O) v,,, cG_, - (l/8) d 
Vf((Z t f,',. vg, -8, 
v: (Z 1, 0, ,h, - (r/s) 2 
vf+"y(z t !)'), vo, -$Go 
vI+"y(z + i)'), a,(-+) vo, -tcG,, + 6, t iii 
v;((n t f,',. V", c& 
V:+1'2*o(Z'), vo, -ici3, t (l/8) d 
v~+"2*'(Z'), a,?(O) uo, 6,m, - ;G, + (I/8) d 
v:'2z(z'), vo, 6, - (l/8) 2 
vyz((r + i,'), vg, 60 
VY2Z(Z'), vo, 4, t (l/8) d 
V'/'Z((Z t $)I), uo, -Go 
weight vector in each irreducible representation space. The highest weight 
vectors and their weights expressed in terms of the fundamental weights (6.6) 
are listed in Tables XI-XIV. These uniquely identify the representations we 
have constructed. 
Finally, we give the homogeneous characters of the representation spaces 
we have constructed. For each afline algebra 0, let g be the finite- 
dimensional scalar subalgebra consisting of the zero-level elements x(0) E g. 
If V is a Q-module we decompose it into k-eigenspaces V, under the action of 
derivation d, and then write 
ch(Y)=Tch(V,)q-k. (6.9) 
TABLE XIV. Identification of Irreducible Representation Spaces for AI!‘, 
Ait’, c Dj” Vk,(H’)forkEZ; 
orA’? cA? 
Fermidnic 
2, , k=0,u,,a,=C+f(&,+...+El)-(l/8)a 
k=l,a,(-l)v,,l,=I,+E,-- 
k=2,a,(-l)a,(-l)u,,i,=L,+E~-~ 
k/:I,a,(-l)...a,(-l)a,(-l)u,,i,=L,~,+&,-~ 
k=I+l,u,(-2)a,(-l)...a,(-l)u,,d,+,=l,+a,-ti 
k = 21, a,(-2) ... a,(-2)3(-l) ... a,(-l)o,, 
A,, = &,-, + E, - 2d etc. 
k=-l,a~(O)u,,d_,=&-q 
k=-2,ar*_,(O)u~(O)u,,L,=~-,-&,-I 
k&u;(O)... u,*_,(o)a:(O)u,,~-,= -,,-I,-&1 a 
k=-l-1,u~(-l)a:(O)~~~a:(O)u,,i~,~,=~~,-c,-- 
k=-21&(-l) ... a?(-l)fq(O) ~~‘U,?(O)U,, 
1-,,=A_,,+,-E,-detc. 
V”,((Z ++)‘)forkEZ; 
k=O,u,,&,=E 
k= l,u,(-i)u,,i, =&+E, -jd 
k = 2, a,(-+) a,(-+) vO. 1, = d, + eZ - jd 
k-1,u,(-i)...u,(-:)v,,L,=i,_,+&,--td 
k= I+ 1, a,(--$) a,(-+) ... a,(-;) u,, 
a ,+,=a,+&,-$ 
k i 21, a,(-$ ... u,(-;)u,(-i) ... a,(-+) ug, 
a*, = L I +cl-tdetc. 
k=-l,a:(-j)v,,l-,=+&,--id 
k=-2,a;c_,(-t)u:(-f)v,,~-2=a-,-&,-,-fd 
k&uf(-i) . . . a:(-~)v,,n-,=n-,,-,,-E, -jd 
k = -I - 1, a:(-;) a:(-+) ... a:(-$ ~‘~3 
a -,-, =a-,-&,-$ 
ki-21,u~(-1)...a:(-i)(2:(-~)...o:(-f)u,, 
l-21=A-,,+, -8, -$detc. 
A;“, c Cj” V!(Z!‘)forkEZ; 
or A’: c A’*’ 
Bosdnilc 
2, , k=O,v,,l,=-E-i(&,+...+~,)+(1/8)d 
k > 1, u/(O)~ uO, 1, = 1, - kc, 
k < -1, ~,(-l)-~ u,,l, = A,, - k(q -d) 
V!((Z + i)‘) for k E Z; 
k=O, v,,&,-2 
k>l,u~(-~)ku,,~k=i,-k(~,+~d) 
k<-l,a,(-f)-kv,,Ik=&-k(c, -is, 
These are with respect to simple root vectors: 
a,++ s :a,(-n)af(l + n): 
“EZ 
ai et x :a,(-+~) a;“+,(n):, 1 < i < I- 1 
“EZ 
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By ch(V,), we mean the g-character of V,, that is, 
ch(V,) = z dim(V,,,) e“, 
II 
(6.10) 
where lu runs through the weight lattice of g and V,,, is the ,u-weight space of 
V,. Using the formula 
ch(V, 0 Vz) = W’,) ch(l/,), (6.11) 
we obtain the characters 
ch( V, (Z ‘)) = q * “‘eror 111 fi (1 + q”e&~)*‘(l f qn-‘eCCf)*‘, (6.12) 
i=l n=l 
where r = +l in the fermionic case and -f in the bosonic case, and 
ch(V,((Z + f)‘)) = h fi (1 f q”-1/2eEi)*1(1 + qn-1/2e-Ei)*1. (6.13) 
i=l n=l 
The characters of the extensions V:(Z’) are determined by the fact that 
ch(W)) = n (1 + s”> o<nos 
(6.14) 
in the nontwisted cases, and 
ch(V(S))= n (1 f q”)*’ 
O<rlES 
(6.15) 
in the twisted cases, where f is + for n E Z, and - for n E Z + 4. 
Some of the fermionic representations also admit another construction 
known as the vertex representation [3]. Comparison of the characters for 
these representations implies different variations of the Jacobi triple product 
identity (see, e.g., [2]). 
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